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Carrier plan pre-empts survey 
By Meghan Johnson 
staff writer  
JMU President Ronald Carrier 
announced his plan for changes in 
graduation at a Board of Visitors 
meeting Friday. 
His announcement came three days 
before the return deadline of a 
graduation survey sent out by the senior 
class. 
Questions included on the survey. 
which was sent to seniors two days 
before Carrier's announcement, covered 
topics ranging from the lime of the 
ceremony to what activities would be 
held on the Saturday before 
commencement 
During the Board's meeting. Carrier 
listed activities to be held Saturday and 
set the graduation time at 11 a.m. 
Sunday, May 8. 
Melanie Knight, president of the 
senior class and a member of the 
graduation committee created by 
Carrier, said the announcement was 
unexpected. 
"It was our understanding that the 
committee was going to get back 
together and discuss what he [Carrier] 
wanted to do before he made his 
announcement,'' Knight said. "It was a 
shock." 
Dr. Charles Dubenezic, Faculty 
Senate speaker and a member of the 
graduation committee, was not as 
surprised by the announcement 
"I pretty well expected he would 
[announce the changes]," Dubenezic 
said. 
Specific topics on the senior class 
survey included a champagne/ginger ale 
toast and candlclighting ceremony 
See GRADUATION page 2> 
Falling 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
Cralg Melster takes advantage of the warm autumn weather by playing Frisbee 
In the village. 
Major in education 
to be phased out 
Liberal arts to be stressed 
By Amanda Benson 
staff writer  
You want to become a teacher, but you can't major 
in education. 
This is a dilemma some JMU students will have to 
face after July 1, 1992 when the education major is 
removed from JMU's list of offerings. 
Instead of education, prospective teachers will major 
in such subjects as psychology, communication arts, 
English and liberal arts, according to a mandatory 
statewide restructuring of teacher education programs. 
"The idea is that the goal of college education should 
be to prepare a liberally educated person, not to prepare 
a technician," said Dr. Julius Roberson, dean of the 
College of Education. "It's less important to teach 
content, and more important to teach critical thinking 
and communication skills." 
Some of the state requirements for restructuring the 
teacher education program arc as follows: 
•Hours earned in the education department, not 
including field experiences, must not exceed 18 hours. 
Presently there is a 48-hour minimum. 
•The program must develop competency in general 
studies, professional studies. Held experiences, and arts 
and sciences. 
•The program must include specific plans for 
recruitment of minority students. It also must include 
strategies for attracting academically talented students 
• Student progress must be frequently and 
systematically monitored. 
JMU's own guidelines include being "bold and 
innovative" in the restructuring process, as well as 
maintaining exceptional, professional standards, 
Roberson said. 
Despite positive aspects of the restructuring plan, it 
See EDUCATION page 2> 
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>■ (Continued from page 1) 
hosted on the quad by Carrier and his 
wife, followed by a party with a band 
on Saturday evening. 
Another idea called for holding a 
dance for parents in the Convocation 
Center sponsored by the Carriers on 
Saturday night. 
Carrier said there will be a candlelight 
service and a dance for parents on 
Saturday evening in his address. 
He also said that on Saturday 
afternoon, tents will be set up for each 
college within the university, allowing 
students and parents to meet "and have a 
more relaxed time with the faculty." 
Knight said the responses on the 
returned questionnaires seem to be 
agreeing with what Carrier proposed. 
Dubcnezic said he was under the 
impression that the survey was for the 
purpose of finding ways to implement 
Carrier's ideas. 
"I didn't expect [the survey] was 
going to have any impact on changing 
[Carrier's] mind," he said. 
Carrier's office is not answering any 
questions about graduation at this time, 
said a secretary in the Office of the 
President. The secretary also said 
Carrier is "out of the country." 
Knight said that there are several 
reasons for changing the time. 
"The problem that we had been 
hearing from students was that students 
did not want a 2 p.m. May graduation," 
Knight said. 
scheduled church services, Knight said. 
"We felt that what the students 
wanted was more important," she said. 
"We had mentioned in the committee 
that most area churches have both 9 and 
11 a.m. services." 
The suggestion was made that those 
who felt that the 11 a.m. 
commencement exercises would conflict 
with a regular church schedule should 
"I didn't expect the survey was going to 
have any effect on changing [Carrier's] 
mind." 
—Charles Dubenezic 
Knight said students were against 
the 2 p.m. time because of the heat and 
the fact that the ceremony wouldn't be 
over until after 5 p.m. 
Some of the professors were not 
pleased with the 11 a.m. time because 
it would conflict with their normally 
attend the earlier services, Knight said. 
Another   consideration   of   the 
committee was that the graduation date 
conflicts with Mother's Day, Knight 
said. With a 2 p.m. ceremony, the JMU 
crowd would be heading for restaurants 
and other local businesses at about the 
same time as families celebrating 
Mother's Day. 
With the 11 a.m. time, people 
celebrating graduation would patronize 
local businesses at different times 
making it easier for them, Knight said. 
A press release sent out this week 
said Carrier would ask area churches to 
hold early services on graduation 
Sunday. 
David Zimmerman, assistant to the 
vice president of academic affairs, said 
based on his understanding of the 
statement, it is more for informational 
purposes. 
"Dr. Carrier would be informing them 
primarily that we were holding our 
commencement exercises on that day," 
Zimmerman said. 
This would allow those churches that 
do not already hold 9 a.m. services to 
consider planning one for this weekend, 
he said. 
In addition to the off-campus services, 
a non-denominational service will be 
held on Sunday morning. 
Education 
> (Continued from page 1) 
closely and accurately" with education concentrations, 
headded. 
"The main question here is professionalism versus 
liberal education. How should that balance in a 
teacher's preparation?" Blair asked. 
Finding this balance is one goal of the 17-member 
restructuring committee, which has held meetings 
since early September. Roberson called this group "a 
steering committee [formed] to make sure we're all 
operating in a consistent manner." 
Dr. Garney Damn, a professor of middle education, 
said he is concerned about the restructuring of the 
department. Education students "might not get as 
much. They might not be as well-prepared in the job 
market" under the new program. 
"We're not going to have as strong a program," 
Damn said. "We'll have to condense material, so we 
won't be able to have the depth of study we used to." 
There is a possibility of creating a core curriculum 
in the education department. Damn said. This would 
include grouping together now-separate classes. 
"The whole idea is that a person who has a liberal 
education will be better informed, but I don't know 
how it will work yet," he said. * 
Roberson said, "I'm optimistic that the changes will 
be positive." But, "there are a lot of unknowns we 
can't anticipate; only time will tell." 
JMU must submit two department restructuring 
plans to the Virginia State Board of Education. The 
first plan, a preliminary one, must be submitted by 
January 4,1988. 
Roberson said this plan is like the "bones without 
die meat on them... it will be in very general terms." 
The second plan, a detailed and precise one, must be 
submitted during the spring semester of 1988. The 
slate will either accept or reject this plan, 
has been met with much hostility, he said. 
"Elimination of the education degree and the 18-hour 
cap on education courses caused an earthquake in the 
teacher education and the education community 
generally," Roberson said. 
;   He noted that "many persons in the professional 
education field fell personally and professionally 
affronted by the tone of ihe state's report." 
Dr. Charles Blair, head of the early, middle and 
special education department, also noticed hostilities. 
"There's general agreement on the objectives of the 
restructuring efforts; however, some questions exist in 
the manner taken by the state," Blair said. "They just 
stepped in without asking JMU. There was no 
consultation. 
"But it's an accomplished fact, and we need to move 
on, not to dwell on it," he added. 
Blair sees both the positive and negative qualities of 
the restructuring plan. On the "plus" side, Blair said 
students will get a better liberal education and have 
more classroom experience, the university will gain 
more flexibility in how it uses its allotted hours and 
undergraduate programs will become more creative. 
On the "minus" side, the new program might cause 
students "not to have as close an identity with their 
individual programs." 
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November 11, 1987 
3:30 p.m. & 5:00 p.m. 
Phillips Center 
Sponsored by the Fashion Merchandising Club 
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Sex norms cause mystery, scholar says 
By Lisa Jackson 
staff writer 
Sexual norms arc "as mysterious as 
the wind," said a visiting scholar here 
Monday. 
Norms are patterns of attitudes and 
behavior, and observing them isn't a 
simple task, said Leanor Johnson. 
Sociologists try to untangle the 
"complex connections between sexual 
norms and causal factors" by comparing 
sexual attitudes across time or across 
cultures, Johnson said. 
An early sociologist concluded that 
sexual permissiveness is determined by 
the degree to which a society is 
politically liberal, Johnson said. 
However, she disagrees. 
It is the religious, not political 
influence that determines sexual 
liberality in a culture, Johnson said. 
"The highly religious are more likely to 
adhere to conservative sexual attitudes." 
In Scandinavian countries, considered 
to be more liberal, there is little or no 
shame associated with premarital sex, 
according to studies reviewed by 
Johnson. 
In Denmark the average woman is five 
months pregnant at the time of 
marriage, Johnson said. 
"This is due to the fact that in 
Scandinavian countries sexual 
liberalism is a function of a lack of 
control over lives," she said. 
"While 97 percent of the 
Scandinavians surveyed belong to the 
Evangelical Lutheran Church, most 
believe the church should not interfere 
with their daily lives," Johnson said. 
She conducted studies of her own to 
support her theory. 
Johnson surveyed black and white 
Leanor Johnson 
students in religious and non-religious 
schools on such issues as premarital 
sex, promiscuity, homosexuality and 
abortion. 
Seventh-Day Adventist and Mormon 
schools were chosen because of their 
strict, explicit rules against premarital 
sex. 
Students in the religious schools were 
far more conservative in their sexual 
attitudes than their counterparts in 
non-religious schools. 
There also was more of a discrepancy 
between attitudes and behaviors of 
students in religious schools, Johnson 
said. "In other words, more people in 
the religious schools are violating their 
own beliefs." 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
Johnson also found that students from 
the Sevens-Day Adventist schools 
were more- likely to have 
misconceptions about sexual behavior. 
Fifty-one percent of the males in . 
these schools believed that rape is the 
fault of the woman, while 37 percent in 
See SEX page 5> 
SGA to send state song opinion to legislature 
By Keith Perry 
SGA reporter 
The Student Government Association Tuesday 
unanimously approved sending to the Virginia 
General Assembly its opinion favoring the 
amendment or replacement of the state song. 
Copies will be sent to state delegate Paul Cline, 
state senator Kevin Miller and the joint 
sub-committee researching "Carry Me Back to Old 
Virginia." 
Also, the legislative action committee tabled a 
bill proposing to lobby legislators to support "O 
Shenandoah," a suggested replacement for the state 
song. 
The committee wants to look at all the songs 
being considered "so we will not be labled as being 
biased," said Tracy Humphrey, chairwoman of the 
legislative action committee. 
The finance committee also tabled one bill and 
brought another to the floor, which the senate 
approved. 
The committee tabled a bill to allocate funds to 
the University Class Organization, said Nancy 
Julius, chairwoman of the finance committee. 
"Due to the unique nature of the group, their needs 
can't be met through the contingency account," 
Julius said. The committee is researching alternate 
funding methods for the organization, she added. 
The finance committee allocated $100 to the 
Music Industry Association. The original proposal 
was for $1,000, half for a Nashville trip, and half to 
fund five guest speakers from recording companies. 
"We just couldn't justify giving them $500 for the 
trip when it was only going to be for members of 
the group," Julius said. 
The $100 allocated was to fund one guest speaker, 
the only one they had definite plans for, Julius said. 
The committee gave the association an option to 
request additional funding when they have more 
specific speaker plans. 
The buildings and grounds committee reported 
successfully implementing a bill of action 
proposing construction of a shelter at the Howard 
Johnson's bus stop. 
Hunters Ridge Condominiums, which owns the 
property, will build the shelter, said Debbie 
Benjamin, committee member. 
The following bills were proposed and referred to 
standing committeees: 
• Chappelear senator .Kim H^essler proposed 
allocating $1156.56 to Eta Sigma Gamma to help 
finance "Build a Better Body Week." 
The funds are for guest speakers that will 
encourage the JMU community to "strive toward 
optimal health and fitness," Hcssler said. 
•Howard Johnson's senator Stcphan Fogleman 
proposed recommending that bus service to Howard 
Johnson's be increased to once every half hour 
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Sundays, and once an 
hour after 2 p.m. 
Fogleman said students traveling to religious 
services and brunch make this service necessary and 
"no additional buses or drivers would be needed to 
increase bus service" at the proposed times. 
•Ashby senator Steve Gough proposed allocating 
$791 to the JMU men's Lacrosse Club to cover 
travel expenses to out-of-town games and club fees. 
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Special Clearance Sale 
We need warehouse space to hold extra holiday stock. So here's your chance to get an early 
Christmas present as we cut prices to make room. 
In Our Catalog Store 
SALE $139 
Pioneer Car Stereo 
For drivers on a budget who demand one of ihe fines! FM tuners 
available. Ihe 1212 includes Pioneers Supertuner for very sen 
Sitive FM reception, electronic seek tuning, and 18 station presets. 
The cassette player features auto replay after rewind  locking fast 
forward and rewind, and a long weanng permalloy tape head 
Model KE 1212 List Price $252 
SALE $159 
Clarion Car Stereo 
Goods looks and performance to match If you're driving out of 
town, the special Auto-Store feature finds the six strongest radio 
stations for you. And no matter where you are you'll appreciate 
the tape sections wide frequency response and DC Servo Motor 
for more accurate musical reproduction. Model 8401RT 




Get the most popular features in this auto-reverse, electronic- 
tuning deck  A powerful U watt amplifier i* built-in, and separate 
bass and treble controls let you tailor the music to your laste. 
And it fits perfectly in almost every foreign and domestic car 
Model KEH-S252 List Price 1360 
SALE $49 pair 
Pioneer Slim-Line 6"x 9" 
Speakers 
Here's how to get big 6x9 sound in shallow spaces These 
speakers deliver rich bass and the suuare tweeters have a smooth 
sound you can listen to for hours  Model TS 6930 List Price 1110 
SALE $69 pair 
Pioneer Surface-Mount 
Speakers 
Great sound you can mount on lop of your rear deck  The 
TSX20s feature Pioneers unique square honeycomb woofer and a 
2V4" midrange. complemented by a horn tweeter All in a compact 
surface-mount cabinet  Model TS-X20 List Price 1145 
SALET $179 
JVC 35 watt/Receiver 
Unbeatable convenience and value Full func- 
tion wireless remote digital tuning and in- 
puts for a CD player, turntable  and 2 tape 
decks Model RX 250 List Price $260 
SALE $219 
Sony 35 watt Audio/Video 
Receiver 
Affordable enough for your first system, flexible enough to grow 
as your needs do. The video input helps integrate your VCR and 
sound system Quartz synthesis tuning, 10 station presets, 
memory scan and CD input With the wireless remote that's in- 
cluded you can control an entire Sony stereo system 
Model STR-AV450 Ust Price $300 
SALE $179 
JVC CD Player 
High quality design at a sale price is what makes this component 
a recommended best buy Digital filters and a 3*eam laser 
pickup deliver every musical detail compact discs have to offer 
Model XLV250 Ust Price $260 
SALE $279 
Sony Compact Disc Player 
w/Full-Function Remote 
The 510s complete remote control makes it easv to play any song 
without leaving your chair  Up to 20 songs can be programmed in 
any order you like, so instantly you're an expert disc jockey And 
you can listen to your CDs on headphones with the 5IO"s ad- 
justable volume headphone jack Model CDP510 Ust Price $370 
j0 BHwfeaHiniB M M 
Professional Car Stereo 
Installation Available 
All major credit cards 
honored 
All products come with full 
manufacturer's warranty and 
Crutchfield s 30 Day 
Satisfaction Guarantee 
SALE $379 
Magnavox CD Player 
When we introduced this player in January, it became an instant 
best-seller by offering unique features and some of the most 
sophisticated technology found today This is the one you've been 
hearing so much about  Model CDB«50 Ust Price $500 
SALE $199 
JVC Double Cassette Deck 
When you see all the features this deck has, you'll know it's a 
bargain. Both tape transports use two motors for more precise 
operation. You listen to tapes in both decks back to back  And it 
. can record in Dolby* B or C Model TD-W330 List Price $265 
SALE $229 
Pioneer Double Cassette Deck 
Make copies quicker with nonstop Quick Auto-Reverse for up to 
90 minutes of continuous dubbing Plus, the handy Relay Play- 
feature lets you listen to both sides of both tapes one after the 
other Other conveniences include. Full Logic controls. Music 
Search, and Dolby* B and C noise reduction Model CT-1280W 
Ust Price $300 
Prices good through Wednesday, 
November 11. 
CRUTCHFIELD 
Catalog & Outlet Center 
In Our On I li'I Store 
Hurry, all quantities limited 
Clarion Car Stereo 
Outlet Price $99 
Model 8ZO0R Ust $190 Regularly 1129 
Sony Car Stereo 
Outlet Price $149 
Model XK-27R List $250 Regularly 1199 
JVC Car Stereo 
Outlet Price $189 
Model KS-R27 List $280 Regularly $179 
Pioneer High-Power Car Stereo 
Outlet Price S2S9 
Model KEH-9292 Ust $4*0 Regularly $319 
Sony 4" Speakers 
Outlet Price $44 pr. 
Model XS 107 Ust $90 Regularly $54 
Jensen 6*x9" Speakers 
Outlet Price * 69 pr. 
Model JTX 300 Ust $150 Regularly $79 
Infinity 4" Speakers 
Outlet Price $64 pr. 
Model RS-A42 Ust $90 Regularly $74 
Pioneer Surface-Mount Speakers 
Outlet Price $99 
Model TS-X30 Ust $240 Regularly $119 
Pioneer 50 watt Receiver 
Outlet Price $219 
Model VSX-2000 Ust $310 Regularly $249 
JVC 60 watt Receiver 
Outlet Price $329 
Model RX SV List $465 Regularly $369 
JVC CD Player 
Outlet Price $169 
Model XLV220 Ust $300 Regularly $219 
Proton CD Player 
Outlet Price $259 
Model S30R Lin $349 Regularly $289 
Sony CD Player 
Outlet Price $399 
Model CDP910 Lin $550 Regularly $449 
JVC Turntable 
Outlet Price SI 19 
Model AL-F350 Us. $165 Regularly 1129 
Baby Advent Loudspeakers 
Outlet Price $1S9 pr. 
Lot $250 Regularly $179 
Cerwin Vega 2-way Loudspeakers 
Outlet Price S 289 pr. 
Model 200S8 Lot $410 Regularly $319 
Akai VHS HQ VCR 
Outlet Price $239 
Model VS-220U Ust $369 Regularly $29* 
JVC HiFi VCR 
Outlet Price $449 
Model HR-D370U Ust $749 Regularly $649 
Plus, hundreds of other Outlet Specials! 
153 S. Main St.    703 433 6312 
Mon     Sat. 10-b, Fri. until 8 
ri .ai -■>■!  H-i*.   < '— 
Columnist to speak here Monday 
The Breeze, Thursday, November 5, 1987, page 5 
Syndicated columnist Jack Anderson 
will speak in the Wilson Hall 
auditorium on Monday Nov. 9 at 8 
p.m. 
Anderson's daily column, "Merry Go 
Round," is read in over 1,000 
newspapers and has over 30 million 
readers. 
A survey commissioned by President 
Reagan determined that Jack Anderson 
is the most trusted and recognized of the 
254,000 journalists in the United 
States. 
Admission is free and open to the 
public. The University Program Board 
is sponsoring the speech. 
> (Continued 'rom page 3) 
public schools agreed, Johnson said. 
Even some females in the 
Seventh-Day Adventist schools, 31 
percent, believed that rape is a woman's 
fault. Of these women, most believed 
that men have biologically stronger sex 
drives than women. 
They also believed that God made 
men superior to women, Johnson said. 
More women than men, regardless of 
how religious they were, said they 
experienced negative consequences 
following their first premarital sexual 
experience, she said. 
"Fear of pregnancy, fear of others 
knowing, disgust, remorse, fear of 
religious punishment were among the 
negative feelings these women 
reported," Johnson said. 
"Can women really ever be free of 
negative consequences of sex outside of 
marriage? Where will the normative 
winds take us in the future?" Johnson 
asked. 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
Phoebe Orebaugh and Kevin Miller, above, won seats in 
the General Assembly Tuesday. Orebaugh defeated 
incumbent Paul Cline, a JMU political science professor. 
Miller  retained his senate seat, defeating William Chase. 
Virginia voters also voted in favor of having a state lottery 
57 percent to 43 percent. Harrisonburg and Rockingham 
County residents opposed the lottery by 2,249 votes. 
Question: My friend got a D.U.I, 
last week and has been bragging 
that his blood alcohol level (BAL) 
was 0.26. Could he be an 
alcoholic? 
Answer: Yes. Having a high BAL but 
still functioning normally is a good sign 
that your friend is alcoholic. 
Having a 0.26 BAL indicates this 
person has a tolerance to alcohol. If that 
person also has signs of physical 
dependency (i.e. withdraw - nausea, 
insomnia, vivid dreams, or night sweats), 
he or she would be diagnosed as an 
alcoholic. 
In the chart below, found in Ron 
Rogers' book Don't Help. Rogers' 
compares the BAL effects on behavior of 
the non-alcoholic to the alcoholic. This 
should prove our point about a high ' 
BAL. Note - "LD" indicates "Lethal 
Dose." 
BAL Behavioral Effects 
(Non-Alcoholic) 
.05 - Lowered alertness, usually good 
feeling, release of inhibitions, impaired 
judgement. 
.10 - Slowed reaction times and 
impaired motor function, less caution. 
.15 - Large, consistent increases in 
reaction time. 
.20 - Marked depression in sensory 
and motor capability, decidedly 
intoxicated. 
.25 - Severe motor disturbance,   __ 
staggering, sensory perceptions greatly 
impaired, smashed! 
.30 - Stuporous but conscious - no 
comprehension of the world around 
them. 
.35 - Surgical anesthesia; about LD 1, 
minimal level causing death. 
.40 - About LD 50. 
BAL Behavioral Effects (Alcoholic) 
.00 - Severe withdrawal symptoms, 
including tremors, vomiting, anxiety; 
possibility of seizure. 
.05 - Still in severe withdrawal. 
.10 - Some relief of symptons; still 
obvious discomfort. 
.15 - Feels considerably better; 
entering "normal" range. Dramatic 
reduction in tremor, reports or gastric 
distress. 
.20 - In "normal" range; appetite begins 
to return, tremors not evident. 
.25 - Reports being "comfortable." 
.30 - Approaching upper limits of 
tolerance. 
.35 - Obvious signs of sedation, 
intoxication. 
.40 - "Drunk." 
.50 - "Passes out" from alcohol's 
effects. 
If you want more information or have 
any questions, please call us at the 
Arlington Treatment Center, 434-7396. 
Column by 
Bill Gamble 
Coordinator of Community Relations 
I 
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of DUIs, DIPs 
By Kurt Larrick 
police reporter 
Campus police reported 29 cases of 
alcohol-related incidents between 
Thursday and Sunday, said Alan 
MacNutt, director of campus police and 
safety. 
Campus police also reported the 
following: 
■ 
Driving under the Influence 
• Student Selena Smart, 19, of 
Winchester, was arrested and charged 
with DUI about 3 a.m. Friday on Madison 
Drive near Hoffman Hall, police said. 
•Student Mary A. Robinson, 19, of 
Windsor, was arrested and charged with 
DUI about 4:45 a.m. Friday on Madison 
Drive. Robinson was also charged with 
driving under a revoked license and 
presenting another person's license. 
• In the same incident, student 
Yvonne A. Cale, 21, of Fairfax, was 
charged with lending an operator's 
license to another person, police said. 
•Non-student Jorinde L. Garber, 27, 
of Manassas, was arrested and 
charged with DUI about 1:30 a.m. 
Saturday at the intersection of South 
Main and Warsaw streets, police said. 
• Non-student Joseph G. Matyiko, 
Jr., 20, of Va. Beach, was arrested and 
charged with DUI about 4:30 a.m. 
Saturday at the intersection of South 
Main Street and Madison Drive, police 
said. 
•Non-student Robert C. Sizemore, 
23, was arrested and charged with DUI 
about 11 p.m. Saturday on Newman 
Drive, near the steam plant, police said. 
•Non-student Robert P. Fleisher, 25, 
of Elkton, was arrested and charged 
with DUI about 1:45 a.m. Sunday in 
A-Lot, police said. 
•Non-student Kenneth E. Picardi, of 
Pottstown, Pa., was arrested and 
charged with DUI about 1:45 a.m. 
Sunday on Cantrell Avenue, police said. 
Drunk    In    public,    underage 
possession 
•A 21-year-old male student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 
1:30 a.m. Thursday near D-Hall, police 
said. 
•Two male students were arrested 
and charged with DIP about 5 a.m. 
Thursday on the Greek Row sidewalk. 
Police saw one of them with a bloody 
towel on his head and approached to 
see if he needed medical assistance. 
•Three male students were charged 
judicially with underage consumption 
about 1:30 a.m. Friday. Police had 
received complaints that they were 
singing loudly near Fredrikson Hall. 
A judicial charge is made when 
university policy is violated. The case is 
reviewed by university officials. Police 




%All Services Free 
^Convenient to Campus 
^Lowest Fares Available 




CASH   $ CMg*Y       F<' .S*r 4 sutf 
CORSAGES. BOUTONNIERES, 
FRESH FLOWERS* PLANTS 
BALLOONS 
GAZEBO-- 
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do not release the names of students 
charged judicially. 
•A female student was arrested and 
charged with DIP about 2 a.m. Friday 
near the tennis courts behind the 
campus police station, police said. 
•Two male students were arrested 
and charged with DIP about 4:30 a.m. 
Friday near Converse Hall, police said. 
•A 19-year-old female student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 2 
a.m. Saturday on Newman Drive near 
Greek Row, police said. 
•A 20-year-old male student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 
1:45 a.m. Saturday in lower L-Lot, 
police said. 
•An 18-year-old male student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 2 
a.m. Saturday near Godwin Hall, police 
said. 
•An 18 year-old female student was 
charged judicially with underage 
possession about midnight Sunday 
near the ROTC department, police said. 
•A 19-year-old male student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 11 
am. Sunday on Bluestone Drive near 
D-Hall. He was also charged with 
carrying a concealed weapon, police 
said. 
•A 20-year-old male student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 
4:45 a.m. Sunday in Huffman Hall, 
police said. 
• In the same incident a male 
23-year-old, status unknown, was 
arrested and charged with DIP. 
• A 20-year-old non-student was 
charged with DIP about 12:30 a.m. 
Saturday near Godwin Hall. 
•A 19-year-old male non-student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 
midnight Sunday on Bluestone Drive, 
police said. Also arrested at the time 
was a juvenile non-student. Police do 
not release the names of juveniles who 
are arrested. 
•A male non-student was arrested 
and charged with DIP about 12:15 a.m. 
Sunday on West Dukes Drive, police 
said. 
•A 44-year-old male non-student was 
arrested and charged with DIP about 8 
p.m. Saturday at the Convocation 
Center, police said. 
Larceny 
•A men's 5-speed bicycle reportedly 
was stolen from the Theta Chi fraternity 
house between 11:30 p.m. Wednesday 
and 2:30 a.m. Thursday. The bike is 
valued at $150. 
• A male student was charged 
judicially with larceny and possession 
of JMU property about 5:30 a.m. 
Sunday. Police spotted him walking 
down Bluestone Drive with a shrub. The 
value of the shrub is unknown. 
Vandalism 
•A university dump truck parked on 
Greek Row reportedly had its windshield 
smashed between 10 a.m. and 3:30 
p.m. Friday, police said. Damage is 
estimated at $400. 
SKI FOR CREDIT 
•4 
MASSANUTTEN 
Register now for PE 131 (elementary), PE 231 
(intermediate), or PE 331 (advanced) classes for 
two semester hours credit 
When:     3RD BLOCK   TUESDAY/THURSDAY 
1-5pm OR 5-10pm CLASS SESSIONS 
$114   ($138   with   rental   equipment) 
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management. 
Must be paid at   required    orientation/liabirrty 
meeting in G/S Theatre Tuesday. January 12. 
All courses will not close.   Small group 
lessons/car pools. 
For further information contact: 
Dr. John Haynes Physical Education & Health Science Dept. 
Phone 568-3949  
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Daipocnm iirrrmxaxa 
I^IBT^iril©© invites you to Student Day 
Storewide Sale One Day Only 
Friday, November 6 
^ Large selection of 
jeans, denim skirts 
& jackets 
Latest Styles & 
Fashions 
Must present student I.D.for discount 
Across from Valley Lanes 433-1717 , 
33061 South Main Street Mon.-Sat. 10am-6pm 
Harrisonburg FrL 10am-10pm 
Everything in 
our store 





♦ Dukes Plaza Shopping Center 
{Fresh and Silk Flowers, Balloons, Large Selection 
♦ 
♦ 2185S. Main St. 
♦ Harrisonburg, VA 433-7789 j 
*»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦-♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦'♦< 
of Floral Designs and many unique Gifts 
Delivery on Campus 
Master Card and VISA Welcome 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-9 
TACTICAL & SURVIVAL 
SPECIALTIES 
Harrisonburg s Largest Selection of new Military Camouflage Clothing 
Pants, Shirts, Field Jackets in 
Woodland, O.D. Green, 
Black, Desert, Tiger Stripe 
We also stock 
Boots - Woolly Pully Sweaters - Rain Gear 
Backpacks and Gearbags 
Hours- 6:30pm  - 9:30pm    Wed, Thur, Friday 
" 9:30am  - 12:30pm Saturday 
703-434-8974 
1213 South Dogwood Dr. Harrisonburg, VA 
\M   HAIR TECH       i 
^"    Latest Styles & Affordable Prices 
| Tanning Bed & Hair Cut Combo j 
Only $10.00 or 





I Leslie McHone -10 yrs. experience 
■ ll5 Water Street 
■ Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(reg. $8.00) 
t 




"You are being 
prepared to make 
decisions about 
more than a person's 
job, but his life." 
David Delmonte 
Dave is a senior at JMU majoring in international business. 
_He is also the Battalion Commander in charge of the Cadet 
Battalion at JMU. This past summer he graduated from 
Army's most difficult challenge in peace time, Ranger School. 
Dave joined ROTC after attending Basic Camp between his 
sophmore and junior years of college. Additionally he was 
awarded a two-year Army ROTC Scholarship. 
If you're interested in receiving more information about 
scholarships that pay for tuition, books, fees, plus gives 
2X JSPA a month sPending money, contact Major Carl Bramlitt, 
568-6264. There's no obligation in finding out more. 
You won't know if we are for you unless you try us. 
ARMY   ROTC 
James Madison University 
Interested in a scholarship? 
Attend scholarship briefing on Nov 19th in 
Godwin 208, at 7 p.m. 
For more info, call MAJ Bramlitt at 568-6264. 
4 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 
From Spanky'sj 
I Closed on Mondays 
L——_^GiEEl!LL__«ZZ_1a   L£xP|r« 11-30-87 
TRY SICILIAN PIZZA 
Ciro's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
Buy a Large Sicilian Pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
$2.00   OFF 
The Original Italian Pizza 
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C L A SSIFI ED 
FOR   RENT 
Female Student Housing - 2 blocks from 
campus. Livingroom, diningroom, kitchen, 
large back yard. $l75/mo. utilities 
included. 434-7685, 7 pm-midnight. 
Female - Non-smoking. Hunters Ridge 
Condos. $182/mo. + utilities. Own BR. 
Available immediately. 433-5155, Katry. 
Closest Apts. To Campusl Roommate 
needed to live in single, furnished room 
spring semester. Duke Garden Apts. 
Contact Beth, 433-5711. 
Jan. 1 Available - Small & large rooms, 289 
& 291 Campbell St. Call 433-6047 or 
434-2376. 
University Place - 1 BR for spring 
semester, male or female. W/D, OW, AC. 
Price negotiable. Call Brian at 433-5940. 
Females Needed To Take Over Lease spring 
semester. Forest Hill, fully furnished, W/D, 
AC. Short walk to campus. 433-6894. 
3 BR University Place - Brand new, W/D, 
$195/mo. Call 434-1065. 
Housemate Needed - Spring semester. 
University Court. Furnished! Call Pat, 
434-2164. 
University Place - Female housing for 
spring semester. $185/mo. Own BR & 
furnished. 433-7871, Susan. 
Female Needed To Sublet Spring Semester 
- Madison Manor. Own room. $145/mo. + 
utilities. Completely furnished. Missy, 
434-0113, leave message. 
FOR    SALE 
Must   Sell - 55 gallon aquarium & 
accessories. Make offer. 433-3924. 
Mountain Bike -16' Specialized 'Street 
Slomper*. 18 gears, never used. Call Greg 
at x6789& leave message. 
1979 Pontiac Grand LeMans - 2 door. 8 
cylindar, PS/PB/PW, AC. Runs great! 
Needs body work. $700. 301-977-2233. 
Leave message on machine. 
1978 Brown Toyota Corolla - 4 door, AC, 
am/fm radio, clean, no rust, good paint. 
$1995. 434-4785 after 6 pm. 
Bass - Fender Precision - Good condition. 
Call Matt, x5552. 
Kniessel Aero 20 Tennis Racquet - New. 
Asking $75. Nicole, x4378. 
HELP   WANTED 
Bartender/Doorman - Weekends, must be 
21. Apply Train Station Restaurant. 
Waitresses Needed All Shifts - Lunches, 
evenings, weekends. Apply in person, Jess' 
Lunch, Court Sq., Main St. 
$10/Hr - Nude female models wanted for 
photography class. 568-5488. 
Part-Time Help Wanted - At the Billiard 
Center. Pro Pool, 434-3550. 
Up To $10/Hr. - Mr. Gatti's is looking for 
fast, ambitious people to deliver the best 
pizza in town. Compare the potential 
earnings between Mr. Gatti's & our 
competitors. Check out our flexible 
scheduling, scheduled by you, & you'll see 
that Gatti's is the only way to go! Stop by 
& see us in the Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
or call us at 433-0606. 
International Company Needs Salespeople 
for local location. If you are aggressive, like 
to talk on the phone ft like to make money, 
this is for you. Shifts available 9-1 ft 5-9. 
Call 433-2043 now! EOE M/F 
Hiring! Government jobs, your area. 
$15,000-68,000. Call 602-838-8885, Ext. 
4707. 
Part Time Home Mailing Program - 
Excellent income! Details, send self 
addressed, stamped envelope. West, Box 
5877, Hillside. NJ 07205. 
Travel Field Opportunity - Gain valuable 
marketing experience while earning money. 
Campus representatives needed 
immediately for spring break trips to 
Florida. Call Campus Marketing at 
1-800-282-6221. 
Cocktail Waitress - Weekends, must be 20. 
Apply Train Station Restaurant. 
LOST   &   FOUND 
Lost Camera On Hill Saturday - Canon Sure 
Shot. Please call Amy at x4611. 
Lost A Brass Keychain (Super Grad) with 
5 keys. If found, please contact Margaret, 
X4306. 
Found - Dirty-blond kitten, male, about 5 
mos. playing in the middle of the 500 block 
of S. Mason St. Yours, maybe? Call 
433-0997. 
SERVICE 
Winterize Your Carl Get a radiator flush & 
fill at Jiffy Lube, across from Valley Mall! 
No appointment necessary! 
Skin Care & Glamour Products Available - 
Call Kimberly at 433-6934 for a free 
complimentary facial. - 
Resumes That Workl Get ready for those 
interviews now. Professionally written/ 
typeset quality. Visa/MC/Check. 
433-3063, it's worth it. 
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning 
Center. 434-1812 
Easy Tan - Tan & relax with our latest 
Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds. 32 
Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 434-0808. 
Call for appointment. Mon.-Fri., 6.45 am-8 
pm. Sat, 6:45 am-12 noon. 
Typing Service - 24 years experience, 
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935. 
Typing Service - $i/pg. double spaced 
433-8713. 
Storage Space - Affordable long or short 
term. U-iock & keep key. Call 896-2915 
evenings. 
Picture Framing for students whose funds 
are limited. Tom, 879-9015. 
Learn To Dive - Kathy's Scuba, Hwy. 11 
North. Call 433-3337. 
Permanent Hair Removal - Advanced » 
Electrolysis.   For   appointment   call 
433-9444. 
PERSONALS 
Ski Club Novemberfest Party I Nov. 7, 
Hunters Ridge, 3-12. Food & drinks 
provided. Bring ski club card, JMU ID. 
Ski Club Novemberfest Party) Nov. 7, 
Hunters Ridge, 3-12. 
AIT Sisters - Watch out for something 
traditional but Nu! 
Glass Onion Classically Rocks the Mystic 
Den this Saturday night. 
Gumby - Hope you had a fun weekend! Be 
good! Lisa (YBS) 
-v- 
Win 2 Dinners At Pargo's Only 75c a 
chance. See any Tri Sigma this week for 
details ft tickets. 
I1K<X> Pledges - You're doing an awesome 
job pledging! Keep up the good work! The 
Little Sisters. 
Nov. 21 Mini-Triathalon Pre-Regislration 
$8. Free t-shirt. Forms, Godwin. 213. 
LL£ & L<X>E Pledges will tuck in a friend 
at bedtime for $1. Call Mara, x4082. 
—» '— 
To My IN Big Sis -1 love you, Cliff P. 
ZTA - Get ready to rage tonight ft get 
psyched for our While Violet formal Friday. 
Free Ski Trips, Clothes, UN Tickets! At 
Ski Club Raffle, Nov. 9, 8, Grafton-Stovall. 
Get The Original "JMU Rock Cafe" T-Shlrt 
at the best price. Call Doug, x5337. 
Angle - Congrats! You made it! Wanda, 
Melissa a Stephanie. 
Happy Birthday Sonya Glasper - From 
Mary, Vicki, Tammi & Wendy. 
Patrice - Reigning "Miss DG* Queen. You 
wear the crown well! 
W^^W^>^***«H^**«**«.«WM««MB«^ 
y i»v 
Keep a Healthy 
Glow All Year 
Special 
Sure Tan 
Be Ready For Parties 
and Vacations 
1106 RESERVOIR   ST. 
Buy 6 visits for $15.00 and get 3 visits FREE. 
Buy 10 visits for $25.00 and get 5" visits FREE. 434 -1812 
I Must be Purchased by December 10,1987 Must be used by December 19, 1987 
■   * 
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I 3 Days Only I 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 
(till 8 pm) 
Save up to 30% OFF 
Every Item in Stock! 
We honor: 
Call: 
433 - 0909 
FOR   MORE   INFORMATION 







Class of f88 
Balfour...,        .. 
tkTmditiwi Continues 
$30 Deposit Required 
Warren Campus Center 
Nov. 9,10,11 
FREE: 
Classic black Cross 
pen & pencil 
set with each 
order 
BalfowFull Warranty  
"""—" Lifetime 
• Repair or replace any ring defective m material c 
workmanship 
• Resize ting 
• Retinish rmg 
• Replace mounting or broken stone 
• Replace b. alien simulated stone eiduding star sapphire 
and Qmonrgu»*"and genuine diamonds 
• Replace detective protected errfclem 
• Replace encrusting on stone 
• No change Irom ihe original order is permitted under th, 
warranty eicept for resizing  Should your cunculum or 
date ol graduation change. Ballour ill change Itt 
letters or year dale on youf nng *ilhout charge 
10am-3pm 
Official Class Ring for Class of 1988 
loilltOUr. Xooih riiininki\ in <tilttittl\ KWJX 
HONOR    AWARENESS 
WEEK 
November   2-6 
Today, November 5th' 
7:00p.m. 
Panel of representatives from 
Virginia State and Private University 
Honor Councils 
g:QQpTmt Guest Speaker 
President Joseph L. Lapp 
of Eastern Mennonite College 
In the Shenandoah Room of Chandler Hall 
Friday, November 6 
Booth in Warren Campus Center ,-i. 
Honor at JMU Depends on You! 
an independent and atudent run organization .ince 1946 
  —^ ■— ■"!■■ ,™ 
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John R. - Let's go Krogering or will the 
cigarettes be too great a temptation? 
Get All The Way Off With "Glass Onion" & 
classic rock-n-roll at the Mystic Den. Sat., 
Nov. 7. 
Happy 19th Birthday Michael Berkley! 
Love.E&G. 
Jeff In 56K - Friday night was special! Can 
we exchange shirts this weekend & maybe 
more?! The girl from Catholic school. 
Shark • Happy late birthday! (The big 
"19") You're awesome & we love ya! Your 
Roomies. P.S. We love III too. 
"Ongo-Bongo" , "60 Minutes" & The 
Flintstones - Anything in common? Come 
see the Haskells! Weaver, Friday, 10; 
Wayland, Saturday, 9. 




100% Cotton T-Shirts 
$10. Call 433-9742 or 4334222. 
All Sororities Especially III - Stay away 
from our tables. I<X>E 
Leslie C Grant - You mean the wortd to me. 
I love you more than you will ever know. 
Marcel 
Jimi Hendrix, Stones, R.E.M., Doobie 
Brothers, U2 - Experience the Haskells. 
Question - Who said, "Talking to Ron 
Carrier is about as interesting as watching 
paint dry"? 
Hey *H" - Ain't nothing but a vow. Yeah it 
is. 
Brenda -1 can't fix it with 1 hand. Mr. 
Personality 
Scott Phillips - You're our man. AIA 
Rob 0. • Suprised? Have a great day! Love, 
Lisa (YBS). 
Todd - Let's get "ugly" for ZTA formal! 
Love, Buttermilk. 
Ar Pledges - Get psyched. We're halfway 
there! 
Ben In Paris - The Hills aren't the same 
without you. 
AIT Sisters - Watch out for something 
traditional but Nu! 
Ski Club Raffle I At meeting on Nov. 9, 8, 
Grafton-Slovall - Canaan Valley, Snowshoe, 
Massanutten, Brice, Timberline giving away 
free lift tickets, clothes, ski trips. Be 
there! 
Jim - You're an awesome BB! Love, Your 
ATA Big Sis. 





Oil Change Special 
Includes: changeotoil filter, using only 
Honda filters, Kendall 10W40 Motor Oil] 
Check out all fluid levels. 
I 
Tax Extra   | 
I $16.95 
Brake Special 
Includes: Replacement of brake fluid, ad- 
justment of rear brakes and handbrake. In- 
spection of front brake pads. Brake pads 
and installation. Labor extra, if needed. 
$21.50 Tax Extra 
i 
Change Coolant 
Includes: Replace ann-freeze, flush 
system, check belts and hoses. Service | 
windshield washers with solvent. 
Tax Extra 
Tire Rotation Special 
Includes: Check of tire wear, rotation of 
tires. We hand torque wheel lugs on our 
Hondas, we don't use impact tools to pull 
rotors and drums out-of-round. 
$13.95 $6.40 Tax Extra 
Bring Coupon With You • Good Thru November 30,1987 
Horrlsonburg 2179 S. Main St.. Harrtionburg. Va. D.I. 4071 
Trl Sigmas (4 Dates) - Get excited for 
Violet Formal 1987! 
Laura S - Happy 20th birthday from your 
"real" little sister! 
Wes Strong & Jeff Mclntyre - Homecoming 
was the best! Thanks for all your hard work! 
HK<t> Little Sisters. 
Karen Ahlqulst - Happy 21st, party girl! I 
drink 21 beers in your honor Saturday 
night, baby! Get off! Love, Kirsti. 
Dave Broocke - There's a first time for 
everything. BAC 
Mike R. - Have a great 21st birthday! Linda 
Admirer - I'm interested. What 1 thing do 
we have in common? Greg 
Don't Miss The Trl - Friday, 9:30 at the 
Den. 
Free Ski Trips, Clothes, Lift Tlcketsl At 
Ski Club Raffle, Nov. 9, 8, Grafton-Stovall. 
Ellen - Finally, your personal! Happy 18th, 
dude. Love ya, D. 
Erik - Happy "belated" 21st. From your one 
& only girlfriend. I love you! 
Glass Onion - 4 sets of classic rock. 
Saturday night at the Den1. AXP 
sponsored. Hook up! 
"Build A Better Body Week" Nov. 16-21. 
Be there! 
Cheryl* - To a special person on a special 
day. Here's saying your special in a special 
way. David 
Get Your "Rock Hard Dukes JMU" T-Shlrt 
or sweatshirt today! 433-3734. 
The Guy Who Gave Me Reeses Pieces Af 
Sunday's movie - who are you? Jamie, 
x4020. 
SHH - Happy birthday to my bathroom 
buddie! I hope you realize this is becoming a 
habit. Thanks for sharing another baay with 
me, I love you. BB 
»Hondo 433-1467 
Haskells Rock - Weaver, Friday, 9; Waybnd, 
Saturday, 10. Goovus dude! 
IN - We had a great time Thursday night, 
thanks. AIA 
AIA Pledges - You're halfway there, but 
where are we going? 
To The Trojans - Met Halloween night. 
Wow! You taken? <, 
Eagle   Hall - Thanks for your great 
Halloween spirit! CEC, YARC 
Mort - Thanks for the great times. Hope 
there are many more! I love you, Cult Jam. 
Dave LaMotte - I'm impressed with what 
I've seen so far. 
I<DE - Get psyched for Anchor Splash! 
Love, Your AT Coaches. 
ill & I<X>E Pledges will tuck in a friend 
at bedtime for $1. Call Marti. x4082. 
X<D - Welcome 'o JMU. APs psyched to 
party with you! 
Franco - How 'bout a oedtime story 
tonight? I love you. Arnold 
Finally Someplace To Play Pool - Pro-Pool, 
57 W. Market. 434-3550. 
Free Ski Trips, Clothes, Lift Tlcketsl At 
Ski Club Raffle, Nov. 9, 8, Grafton-Stovall. 
Phi Chi Theta Sponsor Night - Nov. 6, Toga 
Night, J-Maddies, 9-1, $1. 
AIT Sisters - Watch out for something 
traditional but Nu! 
Ill & I<PE Pledges will tuck in a friend 
at bedtime for $1. Call Marti, x4082. 
Win 2 Dinners At Pargo's - Only 75c a 
chance. See any Tri Sigma this week for 
details & tickets. 
Don't Forget! The Haskells play Wayland 
Saturday, 9; Weaver, Friday. 
"BABBWs"   Healthfair   Nov.   18 - 
Information! Food! Fun! Prizes! 
Ski Club Novemberfest Party! Nov. 7, 
Hunters Ridge, 3-12. Food & drinks 
provided.) Bring ski club card, JMU ID. 
JMU's Best Band The Trl - Friday at the 
Den. 
Rape Prevention, Self Defense, Karat* - 
JMU Martial Arts Club, Monday & 
Wednesday, 7-9:30, WCC Ballroom. For 
information call 434-8824. 
Weaver Basement Bash , 
Featuring The Haskeis 
Music, Dance & A RockaY Evening 
Frl.,Nov.6aM0 
Well - Stick a corncob up my •••! You just 
got a personal from abroad! Cheers! 
Reddog Buckhom. 
Rob and Jay - Two obese patties, special 
socks, Lenny cheats, picks his bunions on a 
Sesame Street bus. 
Happy Birthday Bridget • A consenting 
adult at last. 
Girls' House - This time it was an apple, 
next time it will be an orange! The Noids 
Baby Bubba - Coolers at midnight and 
self-disclosure. What a blast! Thanks for 
your company. 
Susie - Take the plunge, get wet. and have 
fun. My challenge to you. Amy 
Ami* - Stay away from it! 
Delkar and Wolfla - Get up tor the trip to 
N.D. Road trip, tailgating, and a few trashy 
women are on the IMPAVs itinerary. 
Players/Kappa Kappa Psl sponsor night 
Friday. 
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UGLY MOTHER 
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Twice, mve CONSTANT 
FlFT7,TmSA wmCHM/ 
"Well. Mr. Rosenburg, your lab results look 
pretty good - although I might suggest your 
testosterone level is a tad high." 
'ACT I, PANEL 11 
BILL we CAT (rives 
STEYE A SWEPISH 
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1 DONT THWK. 
ITS GONNA   J   ME 
CHANGE.   ^ EITHER., 
WWICHA   COUNTERFEITING 
CfclN" ?   A_   MONEY. __>! 
ITS REALLY HARD. LOOK AT 
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The world's longest chess match Between Vladimir Lipovitch 
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THE GIANT WHALE SWIMS 
T0W\RD THE SURFACE.' 
ITS MASSNE TML PUMPING 
FURlCUSLX, HE GAINS 
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Sponsored By      BILL'S  -fU£%*4A*i, SHOP of downtown Harrisonburg 
ACROSS 
1 Meditators 
7 Drink taken after 
a drink 
13 Church 1n Rome 
14 Natural environment 
16 Former 
17 City In California 
18 Gives a bad review 
19 Chess pieces 
21 Overly proper 
person 
22 Part of TG1F 
23 Kith and  
24 Horse 
25 Nuremburg no 
27 Detroit athlete 
29 Ticket sales for 
an event 
30 Dessert item 
32 Defamed 
34 Louisville slugger 
35  Vat-sen 
36 Propriety of 
behavior 
40 Loses weight 
44 Han from Mecca 
45 The devil 
47 Store sign 
48 Nod off 
49 American league 
team (abbr.) 
50 Part of MPH 
51 Patron 
53 African capital 
55 Take a bride 
56 Persist at, as a 
point 
58 From Lhasa 





1 Sea mammal 
2 Kitchen device 
3 Tennis match parts 
4 Gad's son 
5 Highway part 
6 Enter furtively 
(2 wds.) 
7 Station 
8 Dutch painter 
9 Former pro league 
10 Nitwit 
11 Rome. The CUy 
12 Show Joy 
©Edward Julius     Collegiate CW8701 
13 Moving like a 
horse 
15 Having a  label 
20 Toupee 
26 Important person 
27   Andronicus 
28 Ascended 
29 "Trivial Pursuit" 
edition 
31 Feather's partner 
33 Lou's partner 
36 Vienna's river 
37 Schoolroom need 









39 Becomes due, as 
note 
40 Rutgers'   river 
41 Balance sheet 
section 
42 Lift up 
43 Peaceful 
46 Metric  
52 Hindu deity 
53  board 
54 order    • 
55 Whip mark 
57   part 
59 Ralph Kramden's 
vehicle 
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NBC lighting director to work with students 
By Pam Wiley 
features editor 
This week, Herbert W. Grccley will 
be shedding some light on the finer 
points of his work. 
Greelcy has been employed by NBC 
as a lighting director and consultant 
since late 1948. He will be speaking to 
video and television classes and 
working with the JMU Video Network. 
As a graduate of Rhode Island 
University in 1948, Greeley had 
originally planned to use his degree in 
electrical .engineering in radio. 
"TV 'had started in 1948," he 
explained, "and I honestly think people 
thought television would last about two 
years." ' 
At the time, broadcasting television 
programs was costly, and a television 
set cost about $1,200. 
Greeley began working for RCA 
radio. "They came to mc and said, 'You 
know, we've got a television studio 
upstairs. We'd like to move you up 
there for a couple of weeks. Then we'll 
put you back in radio.' 
"That two weeks lasted 39 years," he 
said and laughed. 
During those early years, Greeley was 
one of the pioneers of television 
lighting. He was chief lighting director 
for the original "Philco Playhouse," as 
well as for the "The Milton Berle 
Show," "The Howdy Doody Show" and 
"Your Hit Parade." 
More recently he has served as 
lighting director for "The Tonight 
Show" and "Saturday Night Live." 
The lighting director, he explained, 
"is responsible for the overall look of 
any set or person that is seen on any 
particular television production." This 
involves working in collaboration with 
the show's director, producer and scenic 
designer. 
Herbert Greeley (left), an NBC lighting 
Television  Production  Center. 
exective for 39 years, 
Staff photo by JENNIFER ROSE 
speaks to students   at   the   JMU 
along." 
But although the work is not simple, 
he said, it is rewarding. 
"It's something you love to do. 
Something you remember." 
The seminars Greeley conducts at 
colleges and television stations are 
about lighting the "news/weather/sports 
block" used for news broadcasts, but the 
first form of lighting he learned was 
dramatic lighting. 
He added that, despite the growing use 
of computers and other technological 
advances in television lighting, the need 
for that special attention is still there. 
"As long as there are actors, male and 
female, and as long as they're worried 
deep-set eyes, and if you can't see a 
person's eyes, it gives the erroneous 
feeling of a sinister look. He is not a 
sinister person, though. I'm not being 
symbolic. He's a very lovely person." 
Greeley also said Nixon needed 
about how they look facially, you're    special makeup attention, and he said he 
"TV had started in 1948, and I honestly 
think people thought television would 
last about two years." 
— Herbert Greeley 
It also can get very complicated, as 
evidenced by Greeley's work on a live 
broadcast of the opera "La Boehme." 
The crew hung 480 separate lighting 
pieces, and I knew what every one of 
them did." 
When he first began working on 
"Philco Playhouse," Greeley said, 
television lighting was very new. "We 
were teaching ourselves as we went 
"If you can light dramatically, you 
can light any other kind of program." 
Dramatic lighting involves careful 
attenuon to an actor's face — "an 
eyelash shadow, a nose shadow, light 
glistening off the hair." It can have a 
tremendous effect on an actor's 
appearance. Greeley said. "You learn 
that you have to put the light in a very 
speciar place for a special poson." 
going to have someone taking care of 
them on TV." 
Actors are not the only people who 
are concerned about how they look on 
television. Political figures know that 
their appearance can/win -^or, lose — 
votes. 
Greeley served as a lighting 
consultant to former presidents John F. 
Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson and 
Richard Nixon. 
Nixon, he said, was particularly 
sensitive about the way he looked on 
television after losing voter support in 
a 1960 televised debate with Kennedy. 
was able to recommend NBC makeup 
artist Ray Vocge. 
"Every time [Nixon] had a speech to 
make, he would fly Ray in, no matter 
where he was." 
But as much as he enjoyed working 
with presidents and actors, Greeley said 
he also enjoys working with students in 
seminars like the one he has been 
conducting this week. 
"I'd have to say that this has been the 
most fruitful work other than my work 
at NBC. If just one person comes up to 
me and says, 1 remember the words you 
said at a seminar, and it helped me,' or Voters polled after the debate said they    7?    ' «"«^. and it helped me. c 
would probably back the tann.H JA    1" ,nco«Poraung that into my work. would probably back the tanned and 
handsome Kennedy rather than Nixon 
who looked sickly and needed a shave. ' 
"He told some friends of mine that he 
wished I could have been with him in 
ITOU. 
Nixon, Greeley explained, "has very 
"To teach a craft, you have to learn it 
1 just go in an do it." 
But, he added, the an is in being able 
ui show others how to do it 
"If you know it yourself, and you 
can't teach it to other people, then it's 
really useless."    . 
1    ' —— 
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What goes around comes around 
f 
Glimpse into past reveals the present 
By Debi Perez 
staff writer  
It has been said that if you want to see the future, 
look at the past. A group of JMU fashion 
merchandising students did just that last Thursday on 
a day trip to Richmond. 
A crucial part of the fashion industry is predicting 
the future — what items people will wear, what 
colors and what styles. This decade alone has revived 
many trends of past years, the full skirts of the '50s, 
the minis of the '60s, and, in some circles, even the 
bell-bottoms of the 70s. With this in mind, the 
students went to Richmond to study the clothing and 
accessories of the past. 
The first stop was the Valentine Museum, which 
houses between 10,000 and 15,000 items of clothing. 
The pieces range from some lace and a christening 
gown from the 17th century to modern fashions. 
Samples of men's and women's clothes for evening, 
day and sport, children's clothing and accessories are 
displayed according to when they appeared. 
Colleen Callahan, curator of costumes and textiles 
at the museum, gave the students their tour. She 
began with a video tape which showed the dramatic 
change in people's clothing from 1780 to 1800. 
In the 1780s, men wore knee breeches, and women 
had normal waisted dresses. By 18001 the breeches 
became pantaloons equivalent to the trousers of 
today. This new style caught on rapidly with the 
younger generation, but many older men refused to 
wear the new-fangled garb. Included in this group 
were the aging Founding Fathers, who remained in 
knee breeches until their deaths. 
The style changes were even more drastic for 
women. Waists rose to just under the bustline, and 
all the frills and ornamentation of centuries past 
disappeared. In the 1800s, Americans began wearing 
a different outfit for each event during the day — 
morning, lunch, tea, evening, parties, balls and 
nights at the theater. 
Men's formal eveningwear, tails, top hat, gloves 
and bow tie developed then and fossilized — meaning 
nothing has changed drastically in men's formal wear 
since that lime. 
The students also saw the clothing worn to engage 
in popular pasttimes of early 19th century America 
like automobile trips and visits to exhibits of new 
scientific discoveries like electricity and exotic 
animals. 
"I'd never seen anything 
like it" 
Janice Hightman 
From the Valentine Museum, the group moved on 
to the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. Jean Reefl, a 
volunteer guide, began the tour with the museum s 
Faberge collection. Reed praised the Russun antes 
work, calling it "the moat opulent, the most 
extravagant, the most beautiful craftsmanship ever." 
In the late 1800s, Peter Carl Fabergc began 
designing Imperial eggs for the czar. The first was 
given to the Czarina Alexandra Feodorovna from Czar 
Nicholas II. The egg contained revolving miniatures 
of all the royal residences. The second egg was from 
the czar to his mother, the Dowager Empress Marie 
Feodorovna. 
The egg unfolds into eight panels depicting 
institutions of which Marie was patroness — the 
hospital, the orphanage and various charities. There 
was also the Peter the Great Egg, the Czarevich Egg 
and the Red Cross Egg. All were presented on various 
Easters by the czar to members of his family. 
Another of Faberge's treasures were his frames. 
Photography had recently been invented, and the czar 
enjoyed having many framed table-top photographs 
scattered throughout the rooms of the palaces. The 
frames were made of jewels, pearls, and gold with the 
back as intricately designed as the front. 
Because of the long, cold Russian winters, flowers 
were a rarity. Fabcrge made many artificial flowers 
like his diamond dandelions. Where the circle of puffs 
is on a real dandelion, Faberge placed small, delicate 
diamonds. 
The group then saw the Tiffany Art Dcco lamps, 
circa 1906. By this point in time, people were tired 
of the machine age, in which thousands of items were 
churned out, all of them were alike. People wanted 
unique items in their home, and Tiffany fulfilled that 
wish. All the lamps are named and signed like works 
of art. This comparison brought Reed to an 
interesting point. "What is art? If you spend years 
designing, drawing, and creating furniture, is that not 
art?" 
The pieces were also functional, as electricity had 
just been invented, and people wanted to show off 
their new electric lights with something beautiful. 
One of the greatest designers during the Art Deco 
period was Rene Lalique, who made elaborate 
perfume bottles, collars, diadems, buckles, and 
necklaces. He was considered to be one of the be?t 
glass designers of the time. In his jewelry. Lalique 
would often use baroque pearls, which are rough and 
oddly shaped, not at all like the cultured pearls 
commonly used today. 
With the shorter hair styles and simpler dresses of 
the '20s and '30s, women turned toward larger jewelry 
and more of it. One incredible Lalique piece contained 
a 166-carat opal. Janice Hightman, a senior at JMU, 
was impressed. "I'd never seen anything like it," she 
said. . ,   •     u   u 
There were also some furniture pieces dating back 
to the Art Deco period. One of them, a bureau, 
especially impressed the students. It had been carved 
out of a massive piece of wood, perhaps six feet high 
and seven feet across. The sculptor had almost 
completely removed the upper right comer, leaving 
only a few graceful lines. The result was a piece so 
light and delicate that the viewer had to look twice to 
truly believe it was so large. 
The final piece seen was an incredibly extravagant 
centerpiece by Jean Schlumberger. Members of the 
group gasped when they walked in the room 
containing the crown-shaped work made of blue 
enamel and gold. It was made with simple materials, 
vet designed in such a manner that perfect beauty was 
; 
Photos courtesy of Dr. Ruth Shelton 
A  tour  of  the  Virginia   Museum  of Fine 
Arts     Art     Deco      collection     Included 
stained glass works by Tltfany. 
Many of the fashions seen during the trip were 
reminiscent of present styles. A pair of shoes from 
1790 are exactly like the women's leather flats 
popular now. Twentieth century women are also 
wearing lace collars similar to those of the 18th 
century, and. through reproductions, Art Deco 
jewelry is alive and well on college campuses. 
By studying styles of the past, the students will be 
able to apply that knowledge toward the designs of 
the f uuue. .... .,   IE. 
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Special 
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We'll give you the scholarship money to 
become a nurse and the leadership skills 
to be a better one. 
Start your career with advantages other nursing students won't have. 
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'    Main 
Laundry 
Student artists 
open three new 
Zirkle exhibits 
By Susan Mitchell 
staff writer  
Three JMU students opened shows in 
the Zirkle House galleries Monday 
night. 
Senior Denise Nelson's show in The 
Other Gallery consists of lithographs, 
silkscreen prints, pencil drawings, 
jewelry and photographs. 
One series of drawings depicts 
different denim items such as a torn 
jacket and a skirt. Nelson says she likes 
drawing fabrics and expressing their 
textures. 
One silkscreen print, "Primary 
Escape," was an experiment in color. 
The print shows a matrix of dots which 
looks like holes with colors spilling 
out of them. The reds, blues and 
yellows spill out and flow together in 
strong contrasts. The idea, Nelson 
says, was to show the strength of the 
colors escaping, but if you look at the 
work for a while, the forms of monsters 
become visible in the colors. 
Junior Kristinc Hastreiter's show in 
the Artworks Gallery is devoted to 
photography from her semester spent in 
Italy. Out of the hundreds of 
photographs she took, she says she 
tried to choose the ones which best give 
the viewer the feeling of being taken 
behind the lens. 
"Americans" was taken ouside a 
prinson in Pisa. Instead of barbed wire, 
the sharp edges of broken bottles placed 
on top of the prison wall deter ecapes. 
Hastreiter lined her friends up against 
the wall to illustrate the ami- American 
feeling they experienced during their fist 
month in the country. 
Also in the Artworks Gallery is 
"Animated Clay," junior Lorraine 
Brinka's collection of stonewear, 
ceramics and pottery. Brinka says she 
tried to get away from the utilitarian 
aspect of her plates and mugs and make 
the work more decorative. 
One mug has a handle that looks like 
two fingers making an "OK" sign, 
while the handle on another is the ladder 
to a diving board, and a small figure 
dives into the cup. 
The shows will be in.Zirkle House 
through Nov.14. The galleries are open 
free of charge Monday through 
Saturday. 
JMU Folk Ensemble 
performs at Godwin 
The JMU Folk Ensemble will 
perform dances from six countries 
during concerts tonight and tomorrow 
night. 
The dancers will present a Mexican 
polka, American clogging and suites of 
Polish, Romanian, Japanese and 
Ukranian dances. 
The concerts will begin at 8 p.m. in 
Studio 355 of Godwin Hall. Admission 
is $2 at the door. 
Comic opera opens 
at Wilson Hall 
The JMU Department of Music will 
present the comic opera "Christopher 
Columbus" by Jacques Offenbach Nov. 
6 and 7 in Wilson Hall auditorium. 
Both performances will start at 8 
p.m., and admission is $3 with a JMU 
ID. 
Cleveland Hall holds 
hair fashion show 
Stylists from Hair Fashions by 
Michael will present a hairstyle fashion 
show in Cleveland Hall Monday, Nov. 
9 at 7 p.m. 
The   stylists  will cut and  style 
volunteers' hair and provide hair care 
products. 
There will be no admission charge. 
AFTER     HOURS 
THURSDAY 
MUSIC 
Madison Brass Quintet — Anthony - Seeger 
Auditorium, 8 p.m., no cover charge. 
Jellyfish Blues Band — Calhoun's, $2 cover 
charge. 
Tim Spears and Donny Woodson — The 
Gandy Dancer, cover charge not available. 
OUF — The Mystic Den, cover charge not available. 
Disc Jockey — J.M.'s Pub & Deli, Greek Night, $1 
cover charge. 
DJ — Players, Ladies" Night, no cover charge for 
ladies, $1 for men. 
MOVIES 
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 
p.m, and 9:30 p.m. 
Fatal Attraction (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m;, 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
Princaaa Bride (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m.. 330 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 
p.m. 
Suspect (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 
p.m.. 5:15 p.m.. 7:35 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. 
Baby Boom (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:15 
p.m. 
Like Father Like Son (PG-13) — Roth Theatres. 
7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
Prince of Darkness (R) — Roth Theatres. 7:30 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
COMEDY 
Richmond Comedy Club — J. Maddies, 10 p.m., 
$2 cover charge. 
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn. $4 cover 
charge. • 
DANCE 
JMU Folk Ensemble — dance concert, Studio 
355, Godwin Hall. 8 p.m.. $3 admission. ,,,,,, 
THEATER 
Phyllis Frelich — Grafton- Stovall Theatre, 8 p.m., 
no cover charge. 
FRIDAY 
MUSIC 
Christopher Columbus — opera, Wilson Hall 
Auditorium, 8 p.m., $3 admission. 
Kim and Reggie Harris — Phillips Center 
Ballroom, 7 p.m., no cover charge, 
Katzen Jammers — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge. 
Spectrum — The Gandy Dancer, $4 cover charge. 
Joyce Breedan — The Little Grill. 7-11 p.m., no 
cover charge. 
Contoocook Line and The TRI — The Mystic 
Den, cover charge not available. 
Eclipse— Scruples, Sheraton Inn. $3 cover 
charge. 
DJ — J.Maddies, 9 p.m. -1 a.m.. $1 cover charge. 
Phi Chi Theta Sponsor Night. 
DJ — JM's. $1 cover charge. 
MOVIES 
Brighton Beach Memoirs (PG-13) — 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) - Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres. 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Fatal Attraction (R) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 
1 -30 p m., 5:15 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
Princess Bride (PG) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 
Suspect (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 
p.m.. 5:15 p.m.. 7:35 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. 
Baby Boom (PG) - Roth Theatres. 7 p.m. and 9.15 
LllwFathar Like Son (PG-13) - Roth Theatre!. 
....^ISp^andai.Bp.m. 
Prince of Darkness (R) — Roth Theatres. 7:30 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. » 
DANCE 




Christopher Columbus — opera, Wilson Hall 
Auditorium, 8 p.m.. $3 admission. 
The Shuffle — J.Maddies, 9 p.m., $2 cover charge. 
Triple Feature — Calhoun's. $3 cover charge. 
Spectrum — The Gandy Dancer, $4 cover 
charge. 
Rick Richardson — The Little Grill. 7-11 p.m.. no 
cover charge. 
Glass Onion — The Mystic Den, cover charge not 
available. 
Eclipse— Scruples, Sheratori'lnn, $3 cover 
charge. 
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge. 
MOVIES 
Brighton Beach Memoirs (PG-13) — 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.    and 9:30 p.m. 
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Fatal Attraction (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
Princess Bride (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 
p.m. 
Suspect (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 
p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. 
Baby Boom (PG) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.. 7 p.m.. 
and 9:15. 
Like Father Like Son (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 
2 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
Prince of Darkness (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 
7:30 p.rrj; and 9:30.B.m.     ,.,,, 
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SANDWICH 
Mai, ers 
Come join our gang at. . . 




r^B^^«<—• JHT           434-7647 
■i   '•—       *-^ vwrTO umm* 
Latest Formal Fashions 
and Accessories in Stock 
At Affordable Prices 
Special Group Rates 
Campus Representative: Dan Cole x7275 
RENTAL    &     SALES 
1834    South    Main    St.,    Harrisonburg,VA    22801 
(Next to Nautilus) 
\ £** + **** ********** ******* »*<nnHHHHrTHHHHHrHH?iHHHHHHHHHHHHHrH^ * ■■■■■■■ ■ 




Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze that 
advertises for two different stores. 
And win a sub and medium soft drink 
of your choice from JM's 
How To Win: 
Just fill out the coupon below and bring 
it to The Breeze office in the basement 
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between 
9 a.m. and 2 p.m. 




Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. 
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester. IJ 
Entrants must present valid ID. to win. . I* 
When you want to say something 
Special and can't afford flowers- 
Send a card from Bills Hallmark Shop 
Besides Greeting Cards don't wilt. 
BILL'S -ff«££«uuC SHOP 








1010 South Main St. 
Harrisonburg,  Va  22801 
433-9287 
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Dukes avenge loss to Hokies 
By Stephanie Swaim 
staff writer        
After receiving flowers to 
commemorate their last game at 
Godwin Hall, the seniors on JMU's 
women's volleyball team celebrated 
with an easy victory. 
Avenging an early-season loss at 
Virginia Tech, the Dukes improved 
their record to 27-6 with an easy 3-0 
[15-8, 15-3, 15-9] victory over the 
Hokies Tuesday. 
"That was not a loss I felt like we 
deserved," said JMU coach Lynn 
Davidson, referring to the 3-2 defeat at 
Virginia Tech Oct. 13. "We should 
have played better at their place, but 
tonight we struggled a little bit and still 
beat them." 
Tech started as if it might repeat their 
win in Blacksburg by taking a 2-0 lead 
in the first game, but the Dukes took 
command by winning seven of the next 
eight points to move ahead 7-3. 
The Hokies recovered to pull within 
7-6, but junior Dina Thomas' 
aggressive play helped JMU pull away 
to win the first game. 
"I think Dina hit exceptionally well," 
said Davidson. "She was really putting 
the ball where we needed it to be, to put 
it away." 
In the second game, Tech tied the 
score 2-2, but the Dukes gradually 
moved ahead. 
JMU was leading 7-3 when Johnson 
won eight straight service points to 
give them the second game. 
"Erika had a good match," Davidson 
added. "She struggled a little bit to 
begin with, but she came back and got 
a little more solid in her passing. She 
had a good serving string in the second 
game that pulled the match together for 
us." 
In the third game, JMU's attack 
stalled after the Dukes took a 4-2 lead. 
The Hokies reeled off five consecutive 
points for a 7-4 edge, but then JMU 
settled down and regained its 
momentum. 
The Dukes took nine of the next 10 
points, then closed out the match on 
two service points by senior Rosemary 
McHugh. 
Davidson complemented the Dukes' 
three seniors — JvicHugh, Suzanne 
Meyer and Julie Kesslcr — on their 
good play. Thomas, Johnson and 
sophomore Cathy Cole also earned 
praise from Davidson. 
"Cathy did a good job, as usual, 
especially after we struggled with our 
serving," Davidson said. "Our passing 
wasn't as sharp as it needed to be, [so] 
she made a real big eTfort to change 
some bad passes into some hittable 
sets." 
See WIN page 22> 
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON 
JMU's Dina Thomas reaches lor a spike during the Dukes* win 
over Virginia Tech Tuesday at Godwin Hall. 
Highlanders work overtime, shut out JMU 
By Gary Crockett 
staff writer _____ 
RADFORD — Midway through the second half 
in a scoreless lie with Radford University, Dukes 
defensive back Stephen Gill corraled a deflected ban 
10 yards from an open Highlander goal. 
But instead of raiding the back of the net, om s 
shot glanced off a Radford defender and bounced 
harmlessly away. 
Such has been the luck of the JMU soccer team 
recently as they lost their fourth straight game 
Tuesday, a 2-0 overtime decision to the Highlanders 
at Dedmon Field. ... 
The loss drops the Dukes' record to 9-8-2 wnue 
Radford improves to 9-6-3. 
"It's the story of the last half of the season 
said JMU coach Tom Martin, referring to Uie uuices 
four-game scoreless streak. "We get our chances and 
we can't finish them. I'm just shaking my head a 
little bit. What are we going to have to do to 
score?" 
Radford's Robert Adolph broke the scoreless tie 
4:28 into the first overtime when he scored on a 
header off a throw in by Chris Baker. 
"The ball just came across about seven or eight 
yards out and [Adolph] was unmarked, and he just 
hit the ball in the corner of the goal," said JMU 
goalkeeper Russ Fant, who started his second game 
of the year for the injured Chris North. 
Both teams had their best scoring opportunities in 
regulation during the fast-paced second half, in 
which the Highlanders outshot the Dukes 8-4. 
With 31:43 to go in the half, a throw-in by 
Dukes' midfielder John Stroud was headed by Marc 
Hinson just over the crossbar. About 10 minutes 
later Geoffrey Madueke unleashed a twisung shot 
from the left wing with the same result 
The Highlanders mounted a furious rally late in 
the second half led by midfielder Magnus Ramquist, 
who beat the Dukes downfield on several occaisions. 
With just over 11 minutes remaining. Ramquist 
threaded his way through the Dukes' defense, but his 
• •    ' —————-—; ———————— 
shot from the right wing was stopped by a sliding 
Fant, who made six saves on the day. Ramquist got 
off two more shots late in regulation, one of which 
was grabbed by Fant, while the other was deflected 
out of bounds. 
"We had a real hard time because they were 
trapping us quite a bit," said Martin, whose team 
was outshot 16-8 for the game. "We felt we made 
some adjustments to handle it, but we didn't. 
"[Ramquist] gave us a lot of problems and we had 
to change our markups on him a couple of times." 
While the sky grcv dark over Dedmon Field after 
Adolphs goal, the Dukes had one more scoring 
chance in the first overtime. At the 3:38 mark, 
Frank Radics dribbled around to the top of the 
penalty box and let go with a shot that hit the 
crossbar. 
After the Dukes made an adjustment to beef up 
their attack, the Highlanders then added an insurance 
goal with 2:23 to go in the contest. Bruce Griggs 
See SOCCER page 23> 
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JMU lineman shreds 'dumb jock' myth 
. 
By Dean Hybl 
staff writer 
In a world where collegiate athletes 
often are seen as large, mentally 
incompetent drug-users, it's refreshing 
to see someone shatter this unfortunate 
image — someone such as JMU senior 
defensive tackle Jim Eckenrodc. 
The 6-foot-6, 290-pound Baltimore 
native exemplifies the student-athlete. 
Because of his size, people could 
assume that football is the only reason 
Eckenrode entered JMU. 
,   Not so. 
"I came to JMU for academics 
foremost, [but] once I saw that I could 
play football here, I have given it my 
all," Eckenrode said. "I began playing 
football so I could get a good education 
on scholarship." 
Though this is only his seventh 
semester here at JMU, Eckenrode will 
have enough credits to graduate in 
December with a biology degree, thanks 
to taking an occasional summer-school 
course. 
"I'm looking forward to the break," 
Eckenrode said. "It's taken a lot of work 
and I'm going to enjoy it." 
However, Eckenrode hardly will have 
finished his work after graduation. His 
long-term goal is to be accepted at a 
medical school and become a doctor.    . 
"I've always wanted to be a doctor," 
he said. "I would really like to be an 
obstetrician or a pediatrician." 
One thing that temporarily could halt 
Eckenrode's entrance into the medical 
profession is the world of pro football. 
With four players in the National 
Football League, Harrisonburg has 
become a regular stop for pro scouts. 
This season, Eckenrode has drawn some 
close attention. 
"The pros aren't really the dream in 
my life; my dream is to be able to do 
things more according to my plan than 
anyone else's," Eckenrode said. "If I'm 
drafted I'll give it a shot. I would 
probably not go in as a free agent, 
because it doesn't mean that much to 
me. 
If Eckenrode does enter the NFL, he 
probably would return to the offensive 
tackle position he has played only 
briefly at JMU. At the start of last 
season, the Dukes' coaching staff 
moved him from defensive tackle to 
offensive tackle, but that experiment 
was abruptly aborted after two games 
because of injuries to several key 
defensive players. 
Though the switch didn't last long, 
Eckenrodc speaks fondly of it. 
"It was fun to pla^T next to my 
roomate [offensive guard Carlo 
Bianchini]," Eckenrode said. "Offensive 
linemen take great pride in opening 
holes for the running backs. 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
Dukes'   defensive   tackle   Jim   Eckenrode, an example of the 
true student-athlete, stands tall among his contemporaries. 
"However, I like playing defense 
because you get to inflict a greater 
blow." 
In his third season as a starter, 
Eckenrode has been the veteran member 
of a quickly improving defensive line. 
As the strong-side tackle, he rotates 
from side to side, depending on where 
the tight end lines up on offense. 
"My job isn't really to make the 
tackles, but to keep the offensive 
linemen off the linebackers so they can 
make the stops," he said. "In pass 
situations, I usually try to rush the 
passer and apply pressure to give the 
defensive backs extra time." 
While making tackles hasn't been his 
first priority, Eckenrodc has made 
several key ones. Against William and 
Mary he had 10 tackles and a 
quarterback sack. 
"William and Mary was one of my 
best games," he said. "They ran my 
way and gave me the chance to make 
some tackles." 
He already has set career highs with 
40 tackles and three quarterback sacks 
this season. He also has caused one 
fumble, recovered two others and 
broken up a pass. 
This year's defense has been 
especially tough against the run and 
Eckenrode credits the coaches for a large 
part of that success. 
"They [coaches] have worked hard to 
prepare us for each team. They watch 
films and work up a game plan 
accordingly," Eckenrode said. "During 
the games we're always moving and 
this helps confuse the opponents' 
blocking assignments." 
This year's Dukes have enjoyed the 
best start in the team's I-AA history, 
and Eckenrode saw team closeness and 
senior leadership as important reasons 
for that success. 
"We have lots of seniors with 
experience and we play well together," 
Eckenrode said. "Everyone is a team 
player; we have no individual stars. 
Unlike years past, it's easy for me to be 
friends with everyone on this team. 
"We've been through a lot together. It 
feels real good to finally be winning, 
but we're still in shock. I'll be able to 
look back and enjoy it after the season." 
Eckenrode said that being a good 
defensive lineman often depends on 
being emotional on cue. 
"We can't hold things back," he said. 
"If we make a mistake we have to 
channel our frustrations into the next 
play. 
"It's really a sort of controlled 
reckless abandon. We have to watch the 
offensive linemen and read what they 
are doing. If we get too emotional, we 
lose our effectiveness. It's a very fine 
line." 
In last Saturday's 21-19 victory over 
Towson State, Eckenrode incurred the 
first true injury of his football career. In 
the first half, he suffered a deep bruise 
to his knee and was able to play only a 
few downs in the second half. 
He complemented the play of his 
replacement, freshman D.R. Carlson, 
who came in and made two key sacks. 
"Depth is important; you never know 
when you're going to get hurt," 
Eckenrode said. "It's good to have 
someone behind you who can play 
well." 
Though he has not practiced yet this 
week, Eckenrode is still planning to be 
ready for this weekend's game against 
two-time defending I-AA national 
champion Georgia Southern. 
"I will play and hopefully will be 
close to 100 percent," Eckenrode ^said. 
"To win this game we have to do the 
simple things right, nothing really 
fancy. We need to play with lots of 
emotion." 
Even if the Dukes don't win this 
weekend, Eckenrodc, by destroying the 
"dumb^ock" stereotype, has already 
become a winner. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS: 
The Royal Crown Field Goal Kicking Contest will be held at 
halft.me of the JMU-Northeastern game Nov. 14. Any male 
campus group may register one contestant. 
To register, male contestants must contact Director of 
Promotes Brad Babcock (x6697) or in writing (JMU 
Convocation Center) by Nov. 12. 
Only the first 20 registrants will be accepted as the contes't is 
limned by umc and prize money. In compliance with NCAA rules 
varsity athletes arc not eligible. 
o^hn.?"^'" 8Cl °nly °"e aUCmPl and musl Pr™<fc their 
30 JS5; Ssucccssful 40-yard k,ck - S5°- «K"£W 30-yatd-kick — S40, succcssful 20-yard kick — $30. 
r 
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Reverses frustrating pattern 
JMU upsets nationally ranked Eagles 
By Dave Washburn 
staff writer  
Despite a season filled with despair and 
disappointment, the JMU women's field hockey team 
finally got some satisfaction Tuesday afternoon. 
The "Dukes held on to defeat 14th-ranked Lock 
Haven 4-3 at JMU Stadium in their final regular 
season game of the year, ending the season with a 
four-game winning streak. 
"It was a tremendous win for our team," said JMU 
head coach Dee McDonough. "The girls have worked 
real hard all year and everything finally came together 
for us today." 
The win marked the end of a year-long drought 
for the Dukes against nationally ranked teams. 
Coming in to the Lock Haven game, JMU was 0-7 
against top 20 teams — with six of those losses 
coming by one goal. 
"It feels really good to play well against a 
nationally ranked team and get a win," McDonough 
said. 
The victory was anything but easy for the Dukes. 
Lock Haven took control early as Doobie Caprio's 
shot off a penalty corner stroke was deflected right to 
forward Tara Egolf, who slipped the ball past JMU 
goalkeeper Ashley Duncan to put the visitors ahead 
1-0. 
The Dukes tied the score at 1-1 on a surprising 
long-distance blast. Senior forward Kim Crawford 
look Diane Buch's pass at the 25-yard line, turned and 
drilled the ball untouched into the back of the net to 
even the score. 
JMU struck again seven minutes later. Debbie 
Rigby set up Jamie Little with a pass down the 
middle past the Eagles' defense. Little avoided a 
charge by Lock Haven goalkeeper Stacey Giorgio and 
knocked the ball in to give the Dukes a 2-1 lead at 
halftime. 
After missing several golden opportunities to score 
at the beginning of the second half. JMU increased its 
margin with just under 25 minutes left. 
Rigby found Buch alone just inside the circle, and 
Buch made the most of the chance by blasung the 
ball in from 10 yards out. With a 3-1 lead, the Dukes 
were smelling the upset. 
But Lock Haven responded just minutes later, me 
Eagles effectively worked the ball into JMU territory 
before Lisa Coppock snuck past the defense ana 
scored to cut the lead to 3-2. 
The Dukes' final goal of the day was significant in 
more ways than one. Not only did it increase Uieir 
advantage to 4-2. but it also reflected their scrappy 
style of play. . .    ro 
After two impressive saves by Buch and Laura 
Mistrik, the Dukes cleared to Crawford, who worked 
up the doeline before taking a 20-yard shot. 
Although Giorgio made the save, the ball came out a 
little far - and that was all JMU's Amy HICKS 
needed. . 
When Hicks sprinted past the Lock Haven defenders 
and made a one-handed driving shot that just oicwta 
past Giorgio, the Dukes knew their day finally had 
come. 
After Lock Haven scored with 5:30 left to play on a 
See UPSET page 22>- 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
JMU junior Jamie Little slaps a shot during the Dukes' 4-3 victory over Lock Haven 
Tuesday afternoon, at JMU Stadium. _X 
Little's patience pays reward 
By Dave Washburn 
staff writer ,  
The old adage, "good things come to those who 
wait," certainly applies to the season of JMU 
women's field hockey player Jamie LitUe. 
After starting at link for the first 11 games of the 
season LitUe was moved up front to left forward, a 
position not envied by most field hockey players. 
"It is definitely the toughest position to play on 
the field" said head coach Dee McDonough. "Since 
most people are not left-handed, they have a difficult 
time moving their feet to get in proper pos.tion to 
receive and pass the ball. 
■But Jamie is a natural at the left side of the field 
and she has just adapted very well." 
The results speak for themselves. After fading to 
score in the first 15 games, LitUe exploded on Oct. 
28 against Radford for three goals as the Dukes 
cruised to an easy 6-0 victory. 
-It was a real nice feeling," said Little. "I hadn't 
scored all year, so scoring three goals in one game 
waskindofabigsuprise." 
So how did she respond in the next game, 
knowing that the other team would be paying 
^S'o^n.rer-ingher "hattrick" 
in a 6-1 win over American. 
"I never'dreamed I could do it again," Little said. 
"But because our wings and [defensive] backs were 
applying so much pressure, that created a lot of 
opportunities for us to score." 
Little's scoring streak has continued this week, as 
she scored goals at critical times against both 
Eastern Kentucky and Lock Haven to help the 
Dukes extend their winning streak to four games. 
Although many athletes thrive on scoring. Little 
doesn't prescibe.to this point of view. 
\ 
"Scoring is not that important to me," said Little. 
"As long as we continue to play well. I'm happy." 
LitUe said that although the team has struggled for 
much of the season, she thinks the Dukes are 
coming together at just die right lime. 
"Like Coach said, we weren't aggressive enough at 
the beginning of the year. We were just waiung for 
things to come to us." Liule said. "But now we are 
playing much better and have a real positive attitude 
going into the [South Atlantic Conference] 
tournament this weekend. _j. 
"A lot of teams don't respect us so I think that's 
going to be to our advantage." 
But if Little continues to play as she has, the 
Dukes may not stay as the Rodney Dangcrficlds of 
the SAC for very long. 
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REC     REPORT 
ACTIVITIES  — __ 
ROLLER SKATING — A free 
roller skating night will be held Nov. 
5 Irom 7:30-10 p.m. at Skatetown 
USA. 
WEIGHTLIFTING        —       A 
faculty/staff weight training clinic tor 
beginners and regular lifters will be 
held Nov. 9 from 12-1 p.m. in the 
Godwin 218 Weight Room. Sign up 
by Nov. 5 at 12 p.m. in Godwin 213. 
A weight training clinic for women 
and beginners will be held Nov. 15 
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. in Godwin 218. 
Sign up by 12 p.m. on Nov. 12 in 
Godwin 213. 
RESULTS - — 
RUGBY — The JMU men's rugby 
club qualified last weekend for the 
East Coast Championships next 
semester by placing second in the 
Virginia State Championships in 
Norfolk. 
JMU      defeated      Virginia 
Commonwealth 8-4 and Mary 
Washington 16-0 before losing to 
Old Dominion 12-0 in the 
championship game. 
JMU finished its fall season at 
10-1. 
TABLE TENNIS — TM winners 
of the JMU intramural tournament 
were as follows: 
Men's singles: Matthew Bender; 
Women's singles: Dawn DePollo; 
Men's doubles: William Fong and 
Jung Lee; Mixed doubles: Fong 
and Janice Horn. 
KARATE — The JMU Martial Arts 
Club took second place of four 
teams in a national collegiate 
tournament at Blacksburg last 
weekend. Each team entered 10 
participants in the tournament for 
round-robin competition. 
The JMU club, coached by world 
heavyweight champion Steve 
"Nasty" Anderson, placed ahead of 
South Carolina and Wake Forest, 
but finished behind Virginia Tech. 
SHARE THE COST 
OF LIVING. 
GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY. H 
| THIS THURSDAY and FRIDAY ONLY! 
500 off any combination platter 
Chinese and'Bar-'B-Que Corn) Out 
fresh, hot Chinese food delivered to your place 




Captain D's is looking for a few good people 
who want to work full or part time hours. 
We Offer: 
• Flexible hours to work around your classes 
• At least one weekend night off 
• Meal Privileges 
• Chance to move up 
4fl£L                Rt.33Enear 
App^n person today-                 »&                    Harrisonburg 
we have a limited                         *i^ 
™m*rpos*ons! Captain Dfc 
Win 
> (Continued from page 19) 
JMU plays Virginia Tech, Virginia 
and Radford this weekend in 
Charlottcsvillc in whai Davidson called 
"tune-up matches" before the Colonial 
Athletic Association tournament in 
Greenville, N.C. Nov. 13-14. The 
Dukes will go into the tournament 
seeded second behind William and 
Mary. 
"I've set a goal for ourselves — and 
almost all the goals we've set thus far 
this season we've reached," she said. 
"We're counting down to the CAA 
conference finals. That's the jackpot at 
the end of the rainbow." 
The NCAA has sent a letter to 
Davidson stating that the Dukes are 
under consideration for an NCAA 
tournament bid. Although Davidson 
considered this an honor, she said the 
chances of the Dukes actually being 
invited are very slim. 
"That [invitation] shows that our 
region is getting stronger and that our 
schedule is stronger," Davidson said. 
"Usually they'll take West Coast teams 
and Midwest teams a lot more readily," 
she said. 
Assuming the Dukes don't receive an 
NCAA bid, Davidson has put in a bid 
to host the Eastern Collegiate Athletic 
Conference tournament. 
Upset  
> (Continued from page 21) 
goal by Heidi Firth, the JMU defense 
took control. Spearheaded by the play 
of Buch, Crawford, Mistrik and 
Duncan, the Dukes fought off several 
tough shots to preserve the victory. 
"I thought our defense was 
particularly good today," said 
McDonough. "Diane, Kim and Ashley 
all played really well, but I think that 
without question Laura was our 
strongest defender. It was probably her 
best game of the season and it came at a 
very good time for us." 
The win leaves JMU with a final 
regular season record of 8-11-1, seeding 
the Dukes sixth in the South Atlantic 
Conference tournament this weekend at 
William and Mary. The Dukes' 
first-round foe will be third-seeded 
Richmond, a team that JMU beat 2-1 
earlier in the season. 
McDonough said that her team is 
approaching the tournament with an air 
of cautious optimism. 
"We are playing well, and it's good 
for us to have beaten a ranked team 
going into the tournament," she said. 
"But Richmond is always a tough team 
for us, so we'll just have to go down 
there, play hard and hope for the best." 
LOWEST PRICED ALL SEASON 
RADIAL IN TOWN 
- Quality Remanufactured Tire 
• 30,000 Mile Warranty 
• Road Hazard Available 
$16.95 




















TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS 
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fywfe 
(upcoming events in JMU sports) 
», 
FOOTBALL 
Saturday — JMU at Georgia 
Southern (Statesboro, Ga.), 
I p.m. 
SOCCER 
Saturday — Loyola (Md.) at 
JMU, 7 p.m. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Friday-Saturday — JMU at 
Virginia Classic (Charlottesville). 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Friday-Sunday — JMU at 
South Atlantic Conference 
Championships (Williamsburg). 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Friday-Sunday — JMU at 















Saturday—JMU at Duke 
(Durham, NX). 3 pm 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
Saturday—JMU at Duke 





Location: Statesboro, Ga. 
Enrollment: 8,400 
Conference: Independent 
1986 Record:   13-2,   l-AA 
National Champions 
1987 Record: 6-3 
Head Coach: Erk Russell 
Russell's Record: 53-18-1 
in six seasons 
Last    Week:    Defeated 
Western Kentucky, 23-20 
Series Record: Tied, 1-1 
Offense:  Run and Shoot 
Defense: Split 60 
JMU continues to jump in the 
NCAA Division I-AA poll simply « 
because it keeps winning. The Dukes 
moved up to number three after 
downing Towson State 21-19 last 
week. 
However, the USA Today's computer 
rankings tell a different tale of JMU's 
recent performance. Its narrow victory 
margins over less than top-quality 
opponents have caused the Dukes to 
drop to 19th among I-AA squads in the 
"power ratings." 
What this all means is that ihe Dukes 
have been winning, but have not been 
playing well — something they must 
do to win at Georgia Southern. 
The Eagles are the two-time defending 
I-AA national champions and need a 
win this week to solidify their spot in 
this year's 16-team playoffs. After a 2-2 
start, Georgia Southern has won four of 
its last five games to return to the top 
20, jumping up to the 12th spot after 
defeating now 14th-ranked Western 
Kentucky a week ago. 
As much as win would help the 
Eagles' cause, a loss would hurt it — 
but losing isn't something the Eagles 
are accustomed to doing at home. 
Georgia Southern has won its last 16 
home games at Allen H. Paulson 
Stadium and has compiled a 20-1 record 
there in its four seasons of existence. 
As the Eagles quickly jumped from a 
fledgling program to a national power, 
they relied on the passing and running 
brilliance of quarterback Tracy Ham in 
the "Hambone" attack. In last season's 
shootout against the Dukes, Ham 
acccounted for 379 total yards (258 
passing, 121 running) to lead the 
Eagles to a 45-35 win in a game in 
which neither team had to punt. 
But this year things are different. 
Ham and his friends arc gone, forcing 
the Eagles to reload coach Erk Russell's 
Run and Shoot offense with a great deal 
of underclassmen. 
Georgia Southern starts just one 
senior on its offense and has looked to 
natural freshmen in some important 
spots. 
At quarterback, freshman Raymond 
Gross has teamed with junior Ken 
Burncttc to lead the Eagles. Although 
Gross is listed as the starter, both see 
action in most games. Burncttc appears 
to be the better passer, but Gross is the 
better runner as shown by his 115-yard 
outing against Western Carolina. 
Freshman running back Joe Ross has 
had four 100-yard efforts, including a 
career-high 143 yards on 21 attempts 
last week against Western Kentucky. 
Ross is averaging 5.9 yards per carry 
and has 791 yards on the year. 
In most respects, the teams have the 
same look. Both rely on the run more 
than the pass but use both effectively in 
their high-powered offenses. Each team 
also boasts a solid defense. 
While Georgia Southern allows more 
points per game than JMU does, both 
teams are effective against the run, 
allowing only three yards-pcr-carry for 
the opposition. 
One major weapon for the Eagles 
could be kicker Tim Folcy, who drilled, 
both 57- and 52-yard field goals last 
week to help Georgia Southern top 
Western Kentucky. 
It should be an intense game because 
both teams really need a win — JMU, 
to restore its confidence; and the Eagles, 
to keep alive their playoff chances. 
The Dukes appear to be the stronger 
of the two on paper, but Georgia 
Southern's home field advantage may 
give it a slight edge. 
That, however, might not be enough. 
In a'game that could become a great 
I-AA rivalry, the last team who has the 
ball just might win. 
NCAA Division I-AA Poll 
[ranking. loam (record), poll points (20 for 'irsl. 
19 kx second and so on), las) week's ranking] 
1. Hoty Cross (84)          80 1 
2. Appalachians! (6-2) 76 2 
3. JMU  (7-1)                 71 4 
4. North Texas St. (6-2) 69 5 
5. Jackson St. (6-1-1)     64 3 
6. New Hampshire (6-1) 59 6 
7. Northern Iowa (5-3)     54 10 
8. NE Louisiana (6-2)      53 9 
9. Delaware St. (6-1)       47 11 
10. Idaho (7-2)                   45 12 
11. E. Kentucky (6-2)      38 13 
12. Ga Southern (6-3)     36 14 
13. Weber St (6-1)          34 7 
14. W. Kentucky (5-3)     27 8 
15. Arkansas St. (5-2-1)   24 15 
16. Western Illinois (7-2)   19 16 
17. Richmond (6-3)           16 17 
18. Marshal (6-3)             10 — 
19. Northern Arizona (6-2) 9 19 
120. Harvard (6-1)               4 — 
120. Howard (6-1)               4 120 
USA Today Computer Ratings 
[l-AA ranking, team (record), total ranking among 
191 teams, rating, last week* l-AA ranking) 
1. Holy Cross (8-0)          39 78.74      1 
2. Arkansas St. (5-2-1)    61 71.63     2 
3. Appalachian St. (6-2) 66 69.86     3 
4. NE Louisiana (6-2)      75 67.53     6 
5. North Texas St. (6-2)  76 67.27     4 
6. SW Louisiana (3-4)     78 66.81      5 
7. Nevada-Reno (4-4)     79 66.76     8 
8. Montana (4-4)              80 66.19   16 
9. Delaware St. (6 1)       81 66.13   10 
10. Northern Iowa (5-3)     85 6S.40     7 
11. Ga. Southern (6-3)     88 64.99    9 
12. Idaho (7-2)                   89 64.91    13 
13. E. Kentucky (6-2)       90 64.62   19 
14. Furman(5-3)             91 64.58   14 
15. Louisiana Tech (>-6) 93 63.91   15 
16. N. Arizona (6-2)           98 63.74   24 
17. Marshal<6-3)              97 63.64   17 
18. Sam Houston (5-3)     98 63.47   25 
19. JMU (7-1)                 99 63.17   11 
20. M. Tenn. St. (4-4)     102 62.65   12 
> (Continued from page 19) 
look a pass from Ramquist and scored from the left 
wing past Fartt, who had come forward to defend. 
"We were playing with three backs instead of four 
[because] we'd pulled one out," Fant said. "And I left 
the goal empty. I felt like we didn't have much time, 
and I had to come out and try to make that play and 
speed things up." , 
After the game. Martin only could echo the Dukes 
frustrations that have plagued them for much of tne 
second half of the season. 
"We wanted to be a little loose for these last few 
games and hopefully get a goal." he said. "One of 
these days the lid's going to come off the goal lor 
us." 
Woodsy Owl says 
Only Nature Should Paint Hocks! 
Giveahoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Forest Service, U.S.D. A. 
-   ' 
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THE WHEELS ARE turning here at JMU, 
but they're going nowhere. It seems on 
the never-ending issue of graduation, we 
have two forces at work—the senior class and 
the administration—and neither is aware of what 
the other is doing. 
It all stems from how much input the senior 
class will have on spring graduation this year. In 
an unwavering stance, President Carrier has 
decided the location and day. Seniors were told 
to take heart, though, they would have input on 
the other asects of graduation. 
Those aspects included a Saturday afternoon 
reception where each college will have a tent for 
students and parents to meet faculty in a relaxed 
atmosphere. Also included is a candlelight 
service and dance Saturday night for parents 
and faculty members. 
Carrier set up a committee to study these 
activities and how to implement them into his 
36-hour festival of fun. The recommendations 
from that committee are apparently in, because 
Carrier announced the agenda tor graduation 
Friday at JMU's Board of Visitors meeting. 
THAT WOULD BE fine if it was 
something all seniors had input on. 
Seniors were supposed to give that input 
through a comprehensive survey handed out by 
senior class graduation chairwoman Tracy Huff. . 
Senior class President Melanie Knight wrote in 
an Oct. 25 letter to the editor that the survey 
"Will determine the opinion of the majority of the 
senior class and its results will represent the 
viewpoint that Tracy and I will express to Dr. 
Carrier." 
The forms were due Monday, Nov. 2, three 
days after Carrier announced his graduation 
plans to the Board of Visitors. 
The survey was done well, and with concern to 
all aspects graduation, but it is worthless since 
Carrier has already made the decision. 
Carrier jumped the gun by announcing how 
graduation will be set up before hearing the 
results of the survey. Senior input was 
apparently not a concern when he made the 
decision to move the day and location, but a 
promise was made to listen to seniors" 
suggestions on the other activities. 
There is no way Carrier could have received 
senior input through this survey on Friday if the 
replies were not due until Monday. Maybe he 
received student input from some other source, 
but even if he did, it could not have been as 
accurate as the survey. 
Maybe it was a case of too many committees 
and not enough coordination, or maybe it was 
just another case of a broken promise from a 
man who pretended input was important. 
The above editorial is the opinion or the 1987-88 
Rob Washburn  Breeze editorial board.;v,|ke \yiison 
editor managing editor 
Mark Charnock Stephen Rountree 
editorial editor   asst. editorial editor    - 
Back in the USSR: Grading 
the success of Communism 
(Ivan's family is worried. 
Some years ago, when he first enrolled in school. 
Ivan seemed to have all the promise, ambition, and 
talent needed to be a success. Among his brothers, 
whom had gotten themselves into trouble early on, 
Ivan was their hope. 
An outspoken, idealistic youth, he drew people to 
himself the way a magnet will seperarte iron 
filaments and draw them close to itself: in arcs. 
That was quite a few semesters ago. Since then, 
most of Ivan's classmates have either graduated or 
withdrawn, though some are back—taking night 
courses. He's still there. 
The very word "integration" attests to how minor 
an influence communism has been on the world 
economic market. To a great extent, it has conformed 
itself to the prevailing systems it once sought to 
destroy, disclaiming itself of any viability outside of 
the State's internal economic policies. 
But it has integrated itself relatively well to 
capitalist norms, and continues to do so: In China, 
the Coca-Cola corporation is booming; in the Soviet 
Union, Mikhail Gorbachev's policy of perestroika, 
the revamping of the Soviet economy, is persisting 
Now, even Ivan is not sure he has what it takes to 
be a leader. He's thinking about changing his major, 
or even dropping out altogether. Why? 
Ivan has been in school for 70 years.) 
The Anniversary the Soviet Union celebrates this 
year is of neither the Golden nor Silver variety, but 
the Red—the fading red of a revolution which, since 
1917, has failed to earn the high marks from history 
its progenitors once expected.    J 
Communism, in the modern age, finds itself 
uniquely unprepared to deal with many of the 
problems facing it. Whether they be domestic, 
economic, or ideological, these conflicts have yet to , 
be overcome; more importantly, their pcrsistance ' 
highlights (like the brazen pink of a highlighter pen) 
the varied weaknesses of communism itself. 
A look at one of Ivan's more recent report-cards: 
Economic Integration: C+ 
WATCHING   THE 
WHEELS 
Rob Morano 
despite sharp criticism in the Politburo. 
For progressive pragmatists, this is good news. For 
conservative Party communists, it could spell 
extinction. 
Class Revolution: Dropped 
Ideological Perserverance: D- 
In both Moscow and Peking, recent weeks have 
seen unprecedented denouncements of past 
Communist leaders, and sweeping revisions of Party 
structure. 
During a nearly three-hour-long speech Monday, 
Gorbachev accused Joseph Stalin of "enormous and 
See IVAN page 25 ► 
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Protesters: Get a real Issue 
To the editor: 
You hear it all the time (especially lately). In the 
1960s, people stood up for what they believed in. So 
let's protest; we can all wear tie-dyes and sing Dylan 
songs. All there is to it, right? 
Don't get me wrong. I'm not saying the protest 
itself was a bad idea. (Friday Oct. 30 No keg policy 
protest) More power to you, if you want to take a 
stand. But if today's only answer to apathy is a 
protest against the no keg policy, why should the 
administration treat us as adults? We treat JMU as a 
playground. 
Last week there was a panel discussion on Central 
America. Very few people came to listen. On 
November 9-16, UCAM (United Campuses to 
Prevent Nuclear War) will sponsor a Nuclear 
Awareness Week. There are real issues out there. 
If you honestly feel your rights are being violated, 
there's nothing wrong with speaking out But maybe 
if we show the administration that we care about 
more man our right to party, they will be more likely 




'Brain Trust' kills students' influence 
To the editor: 
Everyone at JMU has concerns about issues which 
concern the student body—be it kegs on campus or 
Greek Row, the graduation weekend, parking or 
expansion of the Greek system. We are concerned, 
but have no real power in making such decisions 
concerning these issues. Of course, there arc vehicles 
such as the SGA, the IFC and the Faculty Senate that 
try to find solutions to problems; but these groups 
ony serve an advisory function. 
The University Council, Dr. Carrier's "Brain Trust" 
so to speak, hears these recommendations and sits 
down with Uncle Ron to do as they please. Yes, less 
than 10 people at JMU have real decision-making 
power. I hate to use this an an excuse for apathy, but 
can you see why we have it? Students know that their 
cares and feelings do not amount to a hill of beans. 
Some will say "It's Ron's job to make such 
decisions," but his recent decisions don't seem to take 
student thoughts and beliefs into consideration. We 
will be in and out of here in four or five years, and 
they know we will probably forget about our 
collegiate concerns a few years down the road. They'll 
ask for financial support from us as alumni, but give 
us liule support as undergraduates. Something seems 
wrong. 
Perhaps an example would be good here. For 
almost three years, I have been involved with a group 
of students at JMU in Uying to establish a Sigma 
Chi chapter at our school. The idea seemed easy at 
first—a group of students did not find what they were 
looking for in the present Greek system, and decided 
they could start another fraternal organization which 
would offer one more alternative to students who held 
our same beliefs, ideals and standards. Shouldn't be 
impossible, right? OOOPS—we didn't convince the 
"Central Decision Making Unit" and have been 
frustrated by every attempt we have made to try and 
show that we have created a viable organization that 
will benefit students. JMU and the surrounding 
community. Excuse us for trying to belter things at 
JMU, and helping the school to live up to its Top H) 
rankings. 
We have been told that Greek expansion is a 
student decision. We have been told it is decided in 
the Student Affairs Office, in the IFC, and not in the 
IFC. Uncle Ron told me he could not make such 
decisions. Who the hell docs? Definitely not students 
including Sigma Chi or the IFC. The Breeze recently 
reported that Student Affairs does not take into 
account the actions of JMU men and women in such 
situations. The Student Affairs people say that Greek 
expansions comes with available housing. We need 
no house. A fraternity, like a church, is not made of 
a house—it is made of people and what they believe. 
I just don't understand why our rights to campus 
facilities, services, and acuvites should be disregarded. 
We as students have as much a right to these things 
as anyone else. Maybe we'll die out in a year or two, 
and Uncle Ron and the Gang won't have to worry 
about us. Not likely. 
I must credit the administration for teaching me the 
values of persistence. Nothing in life is easy—you 
must work for it. Don't give up when your are doing 
the right thing and being kicked in the mouth. Do the 
right thing anyway. 
I must give Dr. Carrier credit for putting JMU on 
the map. I'm glad he could do it by himself. JMU is 
well respected by the outside world. I may dare to say 
however, that there are unhappy students and faculty 
at JMU because they gel hands-on experience with 
the way things are run around here. Maybe it's that 
way at any "big" university. 
So, die next time you get a bright idea for the 
improvement of JMU, make sure you see eye-to-eye 
with the decision-makers before you get started. If 
you don't, then you have little chance of opening 
their eyes or changing their minds. You will only end 
up frustrated and arguing among one another in letters 
to the editor of The Breeze. But keep Uying, maybe 
Uncle Ron will get a four-year leave of absence to 
run for governor, and his interim replacement will try 
to cater to the real concerns of students. Surely, I 






To the editor: 
This may be a little late to bring mis up, but I 
have a small problem with the yearbook pictures 
this year. Yes, I had my pictures taken and paid my 
$4 sitting fee without complaining. (The free was 
marked off my appointment card and replaced with 
$4.) Then I received my proofs. Of all things, if I 
could not afford to buy pictures I would have to 
pay another $2 to have my picture in the yearbook. 
Where did this come from? Aside from the fact that 
the cheapest item on the order form was retouching 
for $10, I was not unduly upset. Let's face it, my 
parents expect me to pay for my own pictures. I'm 
the one who wants to give them out, after all. I 
certainly cannot afford $24.95 for just nine wallet 
photos. 
Why did the SGA pick these people to take 
pictures when their rates are so high? Maybe I'm a 
little behind the times, but that seems just a little 
expensive to me. I did not send in the extra two 
dollars with my proofs to appear in the yearbook, 
so I probably will not appear in my senior 
yearbook. I am not angry about mis. I just wonder 









>■ (Continued from page 24) 
unforgivable" crimes. Given on the eve of the 
Russian Revolution, the speech was the same type 
which led to Kruschcv's ouster nearly 30 years ago. 
In China, 96 members of the CenUal Committee 
were pushed into retirement by Deng Xiaoping, who 
yielded his own post as China's senior leader this 
week. Veterans of Chairman Mao's historic Long 
March, they were removed to make way for younger, 
more reform-minded leaders. 
Both of these events symbolize the movement from 
an unyielding communist ideal to a more practical, 
conciliatory stance of Marxist ideology; a movement 
which has been occuring for quite some time. 
External Proliferation: It- 
While a far cry from the heralded World State, the 
gains (Sino-Sovict) Communism has made abroad are 
substantial: Eastern Europe, South-East Asia, and 
isolated regions of Latin America. 
These gains came not. however, through the unified 
will of die People against capitalist or dictatorial 
oppression (Nicaragua being a possibly strong 
exception), but more often through blatant force of 
arms, or subjugation of an already weak, 
impoverished state through economic dependency 
(Nicaragua being a possibly strong example). 
In  any  event,  it has  become  obvious   that 
communism, even to many Communists, is no 
longer a viable political alternative; if, indeed, it ever' 
was. Ivan had better re-rcgistcr—and this time, under 
a different name. 
Page 26, The Breeze, Thursday, November 5,1987 
Weinberger: No comment on resignation rumors 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Caspar Weinberger 
refused to comment Wednesday on reports he is 
resigning as secretary of defense, saying "I don't go 
into any rumors." But his wife, Jane, confirmed that 
her husband will step down. 
Asked why he wouldn't respond to the reports he 
is quitting, Weinberger said on NBC-TV's "Today" 
show, "I've always tried to stay on substantive 
matters that involve the immediate issues that we 
have before us." 
Weinberger's resignation, reported earlier by 
sources who spoke on the condition of anonymity, 
was confirmed by his wife in an interview published 
today in the The New York Times. 
"The president is losing a longtime associate 
when he needs people around him who understand 
his instincts," a senior White House official said 
Tuesday. 
Weinberger's association with Reagan dates back 
two decades. Reagan, then the governor of 
California, appointed Weinberger as his director of 
finance. 
Except for Samuel Pierce, the secretary of 
Housing and Urban Development, Weinberger is the 




for murder threats 
against Schultz 
WASHINGTON (AP) — An unemployed chemist 
armed with three guns and at least 600 bullets was 
arrested Tuesday after allegedly telling his mother he 
was going to kill Secretary of State George P. 
Schultz, authorities said. 
Edward Lewis Gall, 41, of Worchestor, Mass., 
was taken into custody at a local hotel and charged 
with making a threat against a public official. 
A semi-automatic version of an M-16 rifle, two 
shotguns and 600 to 700 rounds of ammunition 
were removed from Gallo's car. 
Speaking briefly to reporters as he was led away 
by police, Gallo said, "I'm a tourist. I don't know .. 
WORLD 
Ortega criticizes 
aide who defected 
to United States 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — Defense Minister 
Humberto Ortega said Tuesday a top aide who 
defected to the United States was a "little worm" 
who look with him several documents of 
questionable strategic value to the CIA. 
Ortega said he expected the Reagan administration 
to "try to make a big show" out of the Oct. 25 
desertion of Maj. Roger Miranda Bengoechea, 34, 
who was chief supervisor of Ortega's staff. 
The Nicaraguan defense ministry reported Friday 
that Miranda took $15,000 in government money 
when he left the country while the government was 
auditing the ministry's finances. 
Defense ministry officials said earlier Tuesday 
they did not know Miranda's whereabouts. In 
Washington, a Reagan administration official 
confirmed the defection but refused further comment. 
Ortega acknowledged Miranda's position could 
have given him access to "important information" 
that could now be in the hands of the CIA. 
. I'm a tourist on vacation. I've been down here on 
vacation two or three other times." 
Asked about the weapons, Gallo said, "I was 
going to go hunting. That's why I'm on vacation." 
Sgt. Michael Vacca of the Worchestcr Police 
Department said in a telephone interview he was 
told by members of the Gallo family that the 
suspect had.rccentf y lost his job as a chemist for the 
city of Worchestcr and was "pretty unstable." 
Vacca said he was told that Gallo left home 
Monday with a gun wrapped in his Army jacket. 
He added that Gallo often watched television news 
shows and would become upset. 
"He distrusted politicians in general and said he 
was going out {o kill politicians," Vacca said he 
was told. 
But he attempted to minimize the value of 
anything taken by Miranda, saying he was certain 
Miranda "stupidly would have believed he was 
taking extremely useful, extremely important 
information." 
Newspapers report 
French knew about 
arms sales to Iran 
PARIS (AP) — Two French newspapers 
Wednesday published what they said was a 
confidential government report alleging that lop 
officials in the former Socialist administration knew 
about a private company's illegal arms sales to Iran. 
Stories in Le Monde and Lc Figaro charged that 
French President Francois Mittcrand, a Socialist, 
knew about the sales as early as 1984. The 
newspapers also claimed some of the profits from 
the sales may have been turned over to the Socialist 
Party by associates of former Defense Minister 
Charles Hemu. 
Hemu and many other principals named in the 
report have denied approving the sale of an estimated 
half a million artillery shells to Iran. Mittcrand has 
issued no commei 
Robertson links 
drug use to drop 
in productivity 
LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Republican 
presidential hopeful Pat Robertson said Tuesday that 
a quarter of America's auto workers use illegal 
drugs, causing a decline in productivity. 
United Auto Workers president Owen Bieber called 
the remark "off the wall." 
Robertson said his candidacy could appeal to 
blue-collar workers, such as auto workers, in 
Michigan and across the nation, even though they 
have traditionally voted Democratic. 
"If the auto workers want jobs, what they have to 
recognize is that one out of every four people on the 
assembly line, according to statistics I have, is 
using drugs. That's a 25 percent drop in productivity 
right there, possibly. So I think the auto workers 
would appreciate a tough anti-drug program," he 
said. 
Robertson said later he wasn't criticizi 
workers. wt 
Bieber said the comment "shows ignorance of the 
facts and poor political judgement in  equal 
measure. 
NutraSweet is safe, 
FDA head says 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The head of the Food 
and Drug Administration said Tuesday the agency 
has no evidence that the use of NutraSweet is 
unsafe, despite assertions from several people that 
their seizures ended when they stopped using the 
artificial sweetener. 
FDA Commissioner Frank Young told the Senate 
Labor and Human Resources Committee the agency 
has evaluated more than 3,500 complaints about 
aspartame, the chemical name of NutraSweet, the 
vast majority being mild complaints such as 
headaches or dizziness. 
He said the number of complaints is relatively 
low for a product so widely used and there is no 
consistent pattern of symptoms that can be 
attributed to the use of aspartame. 
.    11   inaMW 
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Reagan promises 
security for Europe 
in radio speech 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, in a 
speech broadcast Wednesday in Europe, said a new 
U.S.-Soviet arms agreement will not weaken the 
Western Alliance and pledged that America's 
commitment to the security of Europe "remains 
unshakable." 
Reagan also hailed the upcoming treaty to 
eliminate intermediate-range nuclear (INF) missiles 
as "the beginning, a first big step" on the path 
toward cutbacks in the superpowers' strategic nuclear 
arsenals. 
However, he said it is "totally unacceptable" for 
the Soviet Union to try to link reductions in 
strategic weapons with restrictions on the U.S. 
missile defense plan, known as "Star Wars." 
"We won't bargain away SDI, which offers the 
promise of a safer world in which both sides would 
rely more on defenses," Reagan said. 
Reagan's address comes about a month before 
Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev arrives 
in Washington for a summit beginning Dec. 7 with 




WASHINGTON (AP) — Rev. Jerry Falwell said 
Tuesday he is quitting as president of the Moral 
Majority, declaring it is time for someone else to 
be the lightning rod." 
Falwell, who founded the organization of 
conservative Christians in 1979. said he owed it to 
his church in Lynchburg, Va., to return to 
preaching. 
"I am now rededicating my life to the preaching of 
the gospel," he said. 
He also said he would devote himself to Liberty 
University, which he founded, and to other 
ministries. He is hoping one group will lead to a 
national telephone crisis line offering help to 
pregnant teenagers, drug addicts and others in need. 
"At age 54. my first love is back to the pulpit, 
hack to preaching, back to winning souls, back to 
meeting spiritual needs," he said. 
Falwell said he continues to favor Vice President 
George Bush for president but will actively 
campaign for no one. 
Ginsburg's ethics 
under examination 
WASHINGTON (AP) — An American Bar 
Association panel and the government's ethics office 
said Tuesday they are reviewing Supreme Court 
nominee Douglas Ginsburg's handling of a cable 
•Revision case while holding investments in a cable 
firm. 
Senators, meanwhile, were still reacting with 
caution to Ginsburg, saying they know too little 
about him to make any judgement on his 
qualifications. 
Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., 
refused to commit himself to Ginsburg, saying he 
wanted "to find out about the cable thing myself." 
Dole, a candidate for his party's presidential 
nomination, added, "I want to hear what they have 
to say." 
The Associated Press reported last weekend that 
Ginsburg supervised a government effort to win 
First Amendment protection for cable television 
operators last year while having an investment of 
$140,000 in Rogers Communications Inc. 
Ginsburg sold his stock to Rogers, a 
Toronto-based company, in December 1986, 
according to the Justice Department. 
North, prosecutors 
meet to discuss 
Iran arms deal 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former National 
Security Council aide Lt. Col. Oliver North met 
Wednesday with prosecutors investigating the 
Iran-Contra affair at the U.S. Courthouse, where a 
grand jury probing the case also was meeting. 
North, who is under investigation for organizing 
the sale of U.S. arms to Iran and the diversion of 
profits to Nicaraguan rebels, met in a room next to 
the grand jury with his defense lawyers and 
associates of independent council Lawrence Walsh. 
North later stood outside the jury room, but there 
was no indication he had given testimony in the 
closed proceeding. 
North had been fighting a subpoena issued by 
Walsh's office earlier this year seeking a sample of 
his handwriting. After a scries of court challenges to 
Walsh's authority as prosecutor, the federal court of 
appeals in Washington upheld the validity of the 
subpoena. 
North's lawyers had indicated they would file an 
appeal to the Supreme Court. 
North's appearance at the U.S. Courthouse came a 
day after Swiss authorities turned over more than 
2,000 pages of bank records detailing accounts 
controlled by North and others involved in the 
transactions being investigated by Walsh. 
Car falls to street 
from parking deck 
SEATTLE (AP) — A car careened through steel 
cables on the fifth floor of a downtown parking 
garage Tuesday, plunging 50 feet into stalled 
rush-hour traffic and killing three people, authorities 
said. — 
The man and woman in the car that fell from the 
Second and Union Parkadc died after their vehicle 
landed on two street-level autos. A man in one of 
the cars on the streetwas killed, and a woman 
driving another car was injured, said police 
spokesman Eric Norbcrg. 
Witnesses said the car was coming down the 
curving exit ramp of the 10-story garage when it 
accelerated and shot through a pair of vacant parking 
slots over a concrete curb and through a pair of 
steel'cables and some thin aluminum sheets before 
plunging to the street below. 
Man faces charges 
for 'setting trap1, 
shooting robber 
LAKE WORTH, Fla. (AP) — A man who warned 
police he would shoot a burglar after his home was 
robbed two nights in a row was facing charges of 
attempted murder Tuesday for allegedly ambushing a 
suspect on the third night. 
John Howard, 29, was set free on a $5,000 bond 
Tuesday after spending part of Monday in the Palm 
Beach County jail. He is charged with attempted 
first-degree murder, police Sgt. Bob Walton said. 
David Taylor, 28, was in critical condition 
Tuesday at JFK Medical Center with a bullet wound 
to his head. 
"I can go along with (protecting property) to a 
point," Walton said. "But I don't think anybody can 
take the law into their own hands like this." 
Howard lost a camera in the burglary Friday night 
Saturday night a thief stole his electric guitar. 
"He told an officer, 'Next lime, I'll shoot him,' 
and that's what he did," Walton said. "He set a trap." 
Sunday night, police said, Howard pretended not 
to be at home and hid in the bushes with a 
.22-calibcr handgun. Howard spotted someone 
entering the window used in the two previous 
break-ins, then waited for the man to come out. 
Taylor allegedly emerged with a 19-inch television 
in his hands, and Howard chased him down the 
street, firing warning shots. Howard then stopped 
and shot Taylor in the head from 90 feet away, 
police said. 
Howard walked home, told a neighbor "I got 
him," and called the police. 
Surrogate mother 
should not visit baby, 
guardian says 
•• • 
HACKENSACK, N. J. (AP) — Surrogate mother 
Mary Beth Whitehead's illegitimate pregnancy will 
put further stress on Baby M, says the child's 
guardian, who now recommends the two be kept 
apart. 
Lawyer Lorraine Abraham had recommended that 
Whitehead be allowed to visit the baby, legally 
known as Melissa Stern, after five years, according 
to papers filed with the State Supreme Court. 
She now says the two should not be reunited until 
Melissa reaches maturity. 
"The introduction of a half-sibling into this 
already difficult situation will create even greater 
stress. It is difficult to imagine that Melissa will 
benefit from the stress and conflict," Abraham said 
in court papers. 
She said in the filing that Whitehead, separated 
from her husband since August, is pregnant by a 
man she identified only as Dean. 
Whitehead is asking the New Jersey Supreme 
Court to overturn the March 31 ruling that stripped 
her of parental rights to Melissa and granted custody 
of the child to her father, William Stem, and his 
wife, Elizabeth. 
i 
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